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PREFACE
The primary method of research used to prepare this
dissertation was historical and relied on the use of documentary sources.

The subject of this documentary research

was the general literature of internatim1al education and
material related

directl~

to the Loyola University Rome

Center, especially the files of the Rome Center office in
Chicago.

Interviews with students, faculty, and the admin-

istration of the Loyola University of Chicago Rome Center
of Liberal Arts l'Tere used to elaborate on the information
gained by the study of the pertinent documents..

When pos-

sible, interviews were conducted with major participants in .
the development of the Rome Center.
A preliminary step in undertaking the v-1ri ting of
this dissertation involved research into the literature on
international education, in general, and overseas extension
programs, in particular.

It was, of course, impossible to

read and review the total ·body of literature in this area;
however, the most important studies were examined as was a
representative sampling of articles and books on the different types of overseas education programs.

John A. Gar-

ra ty and Halter Adams' F!'om IJ'J.B.in Street to the Left Bank
deserv·es particular mention for bein,g the first such com-

prehensive work in this area and a model for others to folvi

low on a smaller scale.

These authors am1ually revise

The New Guide to Study Abroad which describes all the overseas programs available for Americans interested in studying abroad.

Published by Harper and Row, Nev-r York, this

paperback edition is invaluable to any overseas program
director.
A significant proportion of the research for this
study was accomplished through the use of interviews with
key administrators of the Rome Center as well as with faculty members, a significant number having taught at more
than one of the campuses, and students from different years.
No formal set of questions was composed. and interviews
\'rere conducted on an m1structured a11d informal basis.

Most

interviews lasted from thirty minutes to an hour and were
recorded on tape.

Administrators and faculty were asked to

identify the strong and weak features of Loyola's Rome Center, and also were asked questions about the staffing, curriculum, extra-curricular activities, and the receptiveness
of the host nation.

All were asked specifically if they

believed that there was enough interaction between Loyo.la
students and the Italia11s.

They t·rere also asked what they

believed was the students• primary reason for attending the
Rome Center, and all discussed what they thought would be
the future of the Rome Center.

Suggestions for improvement

of the Rome Center and its program were offered by some,
l'Thile others recommended it be closed.

All persons inter-

viewed commented that participation in the Rome Center
vii

affected their lives, and most would say it affected them
in a favorable lvay.
The statistical information for this study was, for
the most part, provided by the Rome Center Office of Loyola
University of Chicago.

This author had access to the files

and correspondence dating back to 1962, the year the Rome
Center

1>Ta.s

founded.

Having this information i'ras mos·b help-

'I~e

primary objective of this dissertation is to

ful.

present a history of the Loyola University of Chicago Rome
Center of Liberal Arts, f::r.om 1962 to 1977.

It is not in-

tended that this work be the definitive statement
aspects of the Rome Center.

011

all

It is intended that this study

provide a. historical overview, a starting point, for those
interested in pursuing further certain areas in depth.
Areas that might be investigated further would be the personal growth of the student and faculty member involved 1n
an overseas ext ens io11 program, .or the role overseas extension programs play i:n United States higher education.

A

model of the "branch campus" overseas extension programs of
the 1980's also might be proposed.
The first clraft of this dissertation was examined by
Dr. Ed't'iin Nenes, the Director of the Rome Center Office, as
well as by Dr. Rosemary Donatelli, Dr. Gerald Gutek, and
Dr. John Hozniak, faculty members of Loyola University of
viii

Chicago who collectively have taught at each of the Rome
Center campuses as well as in the second summer program ..
Thei.r comments were most helpful and their suggestions
incorporated into the final version of this dissertation.
~·
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

O:f all the international offerings in United States
colleges a11d universities, study abroacl programs are
the most visible, numerous and highly publicized. Such
programs may range from establishment o:f an American
university's overseas campuses with its ol'm instructors, through various degrees of involvement with host
universities, to simply sending students :from an institution in the United States to register in a hostuniversity .overseas. Programs of study abroad vary, too,
in their major goals: some stress general education,
others undergraduate work in a student's major field,
and others graduate work.l
·
\-J'hile study abroad programs have been in existence
for more than fifty years, it was in the late 1950's and
early 1960's that the number of Americans enrolled in overseas institutions of higher education grew most rapi.dly .. 2
'l1lese students, usually undergraduates in the liberal arts
-- primarily language, history, and the social sciences -went overseas basically to have a "life experience • • •
going for wa.nderlust.n3

Today, students wish much the same

experience.

l i r..Tin L. Sand.ers and Jennifer

c.

l-Iard, Brldv,es to
U11derstanding (New York: HcGral'r-Hill Book Co., 1970), p. 73.
~G. P. Dean, "Opporttmities for Study Abroad,n College and University 49 (Summer 1974), p .. .383.

3Ibid., p. 684.
1

2
In 1966-67, a survey among the ninety-three Americe.n
institutions reporting academic-year-abroad programs indicated that there were four thousa11d studen1;s enrolled.
Data gathered in the Education and Horld A:ff'airs survey
of international programs in 1967-68 revealed 308 colleges
and universities sponsoring 636 study abroad programs
e11rolling more than 22 , 000 students. L~

Europe hosted more

than seventy percent of the academic year programs, with
eighty-one percent of all students enrolled overseas.

Of

all the study abroad programs, that is, those available in
summer and those available for a full academic year, the
full academic year tras chosen by students two to one over
the summer programs.

During the academic year 1976-77,

slightly more than .300 American institutions reported more
than 600 overseas programs with more than JO,OOO students
enrolled ill sixty-nine different countries •.5 As in earlier
years, Europe remained most popular.
These large numbers of students and programs may be
explained by the following policy statement made by the
Federation of' Regional Accrediting Commissions on Higher
Education:

--------------------

4r.,. Kerr and A. Pfnister, nstudy Abroad: A Report of
an Accrediting Team," Colle~e and University 8 (Summer 1973),

p.

559.

5Beport of the Institute of' International Education
Nel-l York: 1977.

3
Study abroad is increasingly accepted as an important phase of' many undergraduate programs ill American
colleges and universities. Carefully planned and
administered, opportunities for foreign studie-s can
add s~gnifigant dimensions to a student's educational
experJ.ence.
Numerous other educators would concur.

Irwin Abrams

in "The Evaluation of Undergraduate Study Programs Abroadn
states,

11

cross cultural encounters • • • can liberate the

mind in ~rays that are not possible on campus. "7

George

Coelho ill "Personal Growth and Educational Development
through 't<Jorking and Studying Abroad" writes, "Cross cultural education • • • is committed to facilitate the process of educatio11 of the v-rhole person as an international
student and as an individual."8

These men share a common

belief with the educators of the Enlightenment -- that to
be a truly whole person, one must study outside his native
environment.

Richard Barrutia states in "Study Abroad,"

an article il1 'lbe Nodern Language Journal, that American
colleges at home have not on the whole do11e a good job of'

6Policy Statement on Undergraduate Study Abroad by
the Federation of Regional Accrediting Cotnmissions on Higher
Education, 1967 in L. Kerr and A. Pfnister, "Study Abroad:
A Report of an Accrediting Team," p. 560.
7rrwin Abrams, "The Evolutioll of Undergraduate Study
Programs Abroad." International Educational and Cultural
Exchange (Summer 1971) p. 22.
8George Coelho, "Personal Growth and Educational
Development through \forking and Studying Abroad," Journal
of Social Issues 18, (1962), p. 66.
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informing their students about foreign com1tries..

He

writes "Higher education in the United States is more
provincial tha11 that of any comparable country."9

But he

goes on to stress the importance of study abroad by saying:
• • • an experience ill a new cultural milieu stimulates the intellectual development of a student
far beyond the acquisition of a second language. It
broadens the stude11t' s general education and gives 11ew
depths to his academic interests.lO
John A. Garra.ty and Halter Adams 111 From I·iain Street
to the -Left Bank write :
Educators are m1animous in claiming that study
abroad brings intellectual rewards far beyond the
narrow confines of subject matter and the formal
restrictio11s of the lecture-hall. It is 'educational'
everyone concedes, to see ho~r other people live, to
attend their theatres, ~rander through their cities,. sip
strange drin!--cs in their sidel'ralk cafes~ chat with their
taxi drivers and shopkeepers.ll
These authors,

~rho

prepared the first comprehensive book on

Jm1ior Year Study Abroad Programs, continue by citing additional benefits accrued from study abroad.

In addition· to

the. direct academic benefits -- certain countries havillg

9rucha.rd Barrutia, "Study Abroad," The Nodern Language Journal .5.5, (1971), p. 23.3.
lOibid.
llJohn A. Garra.ty and T:Ialter Adams, From Naill Street
to the Left Bank (East Lansing, I1ichigan: Nichigan State
University Press, 19.59), p. 4.

5
pushed the study of certain subjects further along than
others, as the United States has done in dental science,
or the adv.antages of a :foreign language student studying in
a cOlmtry l'lhere that language is spoken -- there are additional 11on-academic adv.antages,
The widening o:r intellectual horizons through
study is closely related to another objectiv.e
attained, and that is the improvement of the student
emotionally and psychologically. Plunged into a
strange environment, a person is impelled to try to
ad just, to attempt new things, to strive t:o:r illdependence, as i'rell as to speak a 11ew language .12
:rorei~l

According to Dennison Nash in "The Personal Consequences of a Yea.r of Study Abroad, u appearing in the Journal
of Higher Education, the main accomplishments of stude11ts
having spent their jm1ior year abroad l'ras the improved competence in the language of the host com1try.

But students

themselves frequently mentioned:
• • • various kinds
self-understanding,
ance, independence,
ness or ~eceptlvity
abroad.'1 J

of personal development such as
personal gro1·rth, increased tolersophistication, and greater openas consequences of their year

\·fhile Nash's research did not confirm all expectations
being realized, the hypotheses about "increased autonomy

1 2 Ibid., p. 6 •
. lJnennisoll Nash, "The Personal Consequences of a Year
of Study Abroad," The Journal of Higher Education 52:
(Harch/April 1976), p. 192.
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and expansion and differentiation of self" trere substantiated by this study.l4

Students returning from their

year abroad 't'Tere generally more self-reliant than their
counterparts 1·rho remained at home.

Students returning

from their year abroad had experienced personal grot-Tth and
self-awareness to a greater degree than those students who
had not ventured abroad.
Once a student has decided to study abroad, he must
choose from the vast program offerings available to him.
Accordi11g to Ben Em1ema, there are basically four types of
overseas programs.l5

The first is the ubranch campus"

program in which the American university secures a building equ.ips it, and maintains a staff mostly dra't'lll from the
sponsoring institution and teaches regular courses in a
foreign setting.

Europe smd Latin America are where most

of these "branch campuses" are found.
The second type of overseas program is the "completely integrated" program \'rhereby the Americau student becomes a student of the foreign university 1'11 th no home base
provided by the American institution overseas.

The student

is completely immersed in a nevr culture i"Tith no support

15Ben Euwema, Under~radua.tes Overseas: A Loolt at
U.S. Programs ( Ne\'r York: Institute of International Education. 1966), pp. 6-10.

7

services offered by his sponsoring university.

Since most

foreign universities are radically different from American
with regard to academic workloads, examina-

~~iversities,

tion schedules, and grading, only a minority of those students in overseas programs choose this type of program.
Als~

as foreign universities experience greater enrollments

and increased financial difficulties, they find themselves
having to restrict admissions to foreign stude11ts in order
to accommodate their

o~m

nationals.

This has bee11 true of

late in France and Italy.
The third type of overseas program is the "half-:-l'lay
house" program, in which the student is in some way attached
to a foreign university and attends classes taught mostly
by foreign university professors, but receives grades and
credits as determined by consultation between foreign
Uliiversity faculty and the American sponsoring institution.
'I"ae field director ill this type of program is of utmost

importance .16

He is the person '\'ri th the contacts, both

political and academic, l'rho can malre this ty-pe of program
successful.

He serves as educatio11al leader, as an example

for the students, and, of course, must be fluent in the
language of the host country as 'tlell as familiar with its
civilization and customs.

Some programs of' this type have

16A. o. Pfnister, "Eva.,luation of Study Abroad Programs." North Central Associatioll QuarterlY 47 (Spring
197JL p. 311.

8

become so closely linlred to the person of the particular
director that '\·Then he left the program, it had to be discontinued for l'Tant of another able to fulfill his functions.17
The fourth type of overseas study program is the
11

independent study" program in l'lhich the student and his

advisor work out a plan for independent study and evaluation before the student goes abroad.

This type of program

is gaining ill popularity in recent years because it is
ideally suited for summer excursions and eliminates all the
problems of transfer of credits and grades enconntered l'ri th
the "completely integrated" type of program for the academic year.

In addition, independent study has become more

widespread on the home campuses of American colleges and
Ulliversi ties.
Apart from the four types of programs just listed, a
number of' private agencies provide support services for
foreign study opportmlities.

These agencies cooperate with

the tmiversities in designing a program for academic credit,
or just aid the student lTho is not interested ill credits
but ls looking for the experience to be gained from study
abroad.

The American Institute for Fore1g11 Study, the

Institute of American U11i versi ties, the Council on I11ter1 7Edl'rard J. Durnall, "Study Abroad Programs: A
Critical Survey, 11 Journal of HLo:her Education 38 (November 1967), p. 452.

9
national Educational Exchange and the Foreign Study League
operate such Programs.
In this dissertation, we shall study the history of
o11e particular institution of the first type of program _ ..
the ubranch calll.pus" -- specifically, Loyola University of
Chicago's Rome Center of Liberal Arts.

Loyola's Rome Cen-

ter was, at its zenith, the largest American junior year
abroad program of its kind.

vJhile much· ha.s been written

criticizing this type of program, from its inadequate
libraries to its flexible admissions requirements,18 the
number of students e11rolled indicate that the branch campus
continues to be among the most popular of all kinds of programs offered to American students.
vlha t makes this type of overseas study progre.m so

popular?

It appears that the carefully structured program

offered for a semester or a full year no longer constitutes
any interruptiOl1 but has instead become an integrated part
of ·the student's four year u.."tldergraduate experience., And
because of the numbers found to be enrolled in these programs, .. it is not surprising to find that there are almost
as many different reasons for being in such programs as
18L. Ker:r and A. Pf:nister, "A Report of an Accredit.tng Team" Collesze and University 48 (Summer 1973)~
PP. 56 5, 57L~.. See also Arnold A11derson, "Challenge and
Pitfalls ill International Education" in The u.s. and
Interl).ational Education (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1969), PP. 66-85.

10
there are students.

This diversity in goals fotmd

011

over-

seas extension campuses most likely is related to the
diversity among students that exists on American home campuses.
Irwin L. Sanders and Jennifer T:Jard in Bridges· to
Understanding fonnd that the motivation of students in
overseas programs during the late 1960's lias mainly:
1.

Desire to get av-ray from the United States and nsee
the world; rr desire to leave the "closed envirollment" of the United States college.

2.

Interest in a particular country because of academic work taken or because one's forebears or
in-laws came from there.
Desire to develop some skill in language or to get
a broader backgrotmd in art, music, or archi tecture.19
A later study done by Kerr and Pf11ister in 1972

f'ound the students' three most mentioned objectives were

(1) to contact local students and live in their culture;
{2)

to continue the specialized study of a specific major;

(J) to observe and understand a different culture.20

The

first objective of having contact With local students and
living in their culture could most probably be realized. by
a student embarking on the "completely integrated" type

19sanders and. Hard, Bridges to Understandlng, p. 34.
20Kerr and Pfnister, "A Report of an Accrediting
Team,n pp. 563-64.

11

of overseas program.

Hm·rever, much time can be wa.sted ill

the "total immersion" approach if the language of the host
nation is not mastered beforehand.

The second objective

to continue the specialized study of a specific major -again requires adequate preparation in the native tongue
prior to departure.

Graduate level instruction in foreign

universities is quite technical and students need to be
fluent in the language of the host country.

For the third

objective -- to observe and understand a different culture -- the student need not be fluent initially in the
native tongue but it becomes indispensable if the student
is truly to appreciate the

forei~l

culture.

itfhile the first and third objectives are similar in
desired ends and can be achieved through enrollment in one
of the different types of overseas programs available, the
second objective of studying a specific major can ru1d does
create problems for students wishing to study their major
in a foreign setting 1-.rhere their interests lie in proximity, but who are not yet fluent in the language of that
foreign country.

"Branch campuses" are an answer to this

problem, but they also are faced \'rith problems o'f their
oTtm.

Because speci'fic majors now run the gamut 'from biol-

ogy to zoology, "branch campus" programs in particular
have dif'ficulty in serving the needs o'f all their students.

This diversity 'fou...'1.d in university students creates

a dilemma for rrbranch campus programs.rr

12

Kerr and Pfnister succinctly point out:
On the one hand, it would seem that for an institution to have a high quality program, it. ought to
focus on a. limited number of objectives. On the other
hand, H' the institution is to serve the wide ranging
interests of its own students, it soon finds itself
being asked to provide an eve2 widening variety of
opportmlities and experience. 1
Because ubranch campus" programs are so popular among students who wish to observe and understand a different culture and at the same time conti11ue studies ill their major
fields without having their four year program interrupted,
this type of program faces the difficult task of trying to
be "all things to all men."

In trying to do this, the

quality of the program often suffers as the breadth expands.
In the

follo~'Ting

chapters we shall see how Loyola

University of Chicago's Rome Center o:f Liberal Arts has
met this very real dilemma.

First let us delve into its

background to find out 'Nhy and hm>i 1 t evolved, and

t~ho

.

l'rere the people responsible for its comi11g into existence.

~

21 Ibid., p.

56 J.

CHAPTER II
INCEPTION, FOUNDING, AND PHILOSOPHY
Initially the idea of one man, Loyola's Rome Center
became a reality through the perseverance of several
determi11ed men.

It was in 1959 that Rev. John Felice, a

Maltese Jesuit, was first assigned to the faculty of Loyola
University of Chicago's downtol'm Letris Towers campus.

In

the summer of 1960, Father Felice organized a tour of Europe which was led by Dr. Hichael Fink, a Viennese Art History Professor.

Dr. Fink's lectures made the tour success-

ful enough to offer it again in the summer of 1961, this
time trith the university granting credit for two courses ill
art history and for one course in comparative education.
Accompanying Father Felice and Dr. Fink were Loyola Universl ty of' Chicago professors Rosemary Donatelli, then Assistant Professor in the Department of Education, who from

1972 to 1976 served as Chairperson of the Department of
Founda.tions in the School of Education; Rev. James Ji1ertz
S •.T•• a professor in the Classics Department; Rev. John
Kemp S.J.~ a professor in the History Department; Rev.
Joseph Small S.J., a professor in the Political Science
Department; Dr. John \-lozniak, Dean of the School of Education since its inception in 1969; and several lecturers

13

14
from universities in Northern Europe.

All expenses includ-

ing transatlantic-transportation and tuition for the eight
't'Teek bus tour was .:'>.;;>1, 350.00.
During the second summer tour of 1961, Rev. F'elice
met with the President of Italy, the Ron. Giovanni Gronchi,
and discussed the possibility of Loyola University of Chicago bringing American students to study in Rome at the
International Student Center, formerly the complex housi11g
the 1960 Olympics.

vli thin a few months, the Board of

Undergraduate Studies of Loyola University of Chicago
approved the proposal· introduced by Fe.ther Felice.

Rev.

Robert Hulligan S.J., then Vice-president and Dean of
Faculties of Loyola, began the process of having the Jesuit
Curi.a give its approval.

The Vicar General of the Order of

the Society of Jesus, Rev. John Swain, gave final approval
in December, 1961.
· '11-ro months later, in February, 1962, ninety-two
students and three Loyola University professors, Rosemary
Donatelli from the Education Department, Rev. John NcKenzie
from the Tneology Department, and George,Szemler from the
History Department left with Father Felice for the Rome
Ce1~.ter

of Liberal Arts.

At the time the ship sailed from

the Nel'l York harbor, few expected that this program would
blossom into the largest American overseas school of its
kind.

15
One w'ho did demonstrate such foresight was the
Rev. Robert !1Iulligan, who was Academic Vice-President
and. Dean of Faculties of Loyola University from 1958 to

1969..

In that first fledgling semester, Father I•'Iulliga11

proposed to initiate a

11

cooperative program"l betl'leen

Loyola of Chicago and other American colleges and universities.

Cooperating or affiliated schools2 could adver-

tize the Rome Center as their own foreign studies program
in cooperation With Loyola.

Each cooperating school would

continue to do so while it met its agreed upon quota of
stude:nts each year.
great.

The benefits of this arrangement were

In the early years, not only were certain colleges

and universities, such as Boston College and the U11iversi ty
of Santa Clara, assured of placing their students abroad,
but also a number of students 1-1ere guaranteed by these
cooperating schools, even though an individual school l'·Tas
under no obligation to fill its quota each year.

In later

years, state grants and othe.r awards were not lost by those
students l'lho would otherwise have been considered attending
"out of state" institutions.
But there have been some negative effects as well.
Admissions and screening procedures l'Tere often not uniform
among all participating schools and sometimes students with

lsee appendix A.
2 ncooperating" or "Affiliated" are interchangeable
terms.
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behavioral problems were admitted.

On the whole, hm,rever,

the cooperative program has been very successful, with over
two dozen schools having participated :from 1963 through

1977.
Any institution is shaped by the philosophy o:f
those who operate it, and Loyola University's Rome Center
of Liberal Arts has been shaped by the Jesuit educational
philosophy.

Loyola University of Chicago was :founded by

members of the Society of Jesus in 1870 and its sea]. bears
the motto, "ad majorem Dei gloriam."

A succinct statement

of the Jesuit philosophy of education can be :found in Allan
P. Farrell's The Jesuit Code of Liberal Education, which
contains the follov'Ving quotation:
Education mea11s the full and harmo11ious development and artistically effective expression of all the
seven :faculties or powers of man (senses, imagination,
mechanical and intellectual memory, intellect, emotions, and will) to be achieved by the pupils o~n1
personal practice • • • under the guidance o:f teachers
• • • in preparation for the highest and happiest
li:fe, here and hereafter. 3
.
The above is :from the Marygrove Bulletin, published
NO

by l'Iarygrove College, a Jesuit liberal arts college in
Detroit, IV:ichiga:n, whose aim and scope t·1as be. sed directly

Detroit, rlichigan, prepared
quoted in Allan P. Farrell,
~~..;:;..;;:~;;;.=.;;;;......o:;;.::;.=--.;::;..::-~:.;:;.;;:==.,~=:::.;a:;;.t.=.i.;:::;01;:;.:;1 (Nil~ra uk:ee : Bruce
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on the aims a11d principles of the Ratio Studiorum of 1599.
vie can see, then, that among the goals of a Jesuit school

is one specifically dedicated to producing a

11

t'fhole per-

son," not one whose s!-cills are developed in one specialized area only.
John W. Donohue, in Jesuit Education, subtitled
"An Essay on the Foundation of Its Idea," l'rrites that the
corporate personality of a Jesuit school is essentially
that of a society or comnnmi ty of teachers and students,
united in their common endeavor for a common goal.
union is a moral one.

This

In addition, the school has the

character of an organization in that it he.s an insti tu.tional structure l'rhose parts are articulated in a hierarchical patter:n and ordered to1-rard specific functions f'or
the attainment of a specific goal.

The group of adults and

young people brought together in this academic society have
common interests, share comtlon values, participate in
mutual talks, and spend a good part of their l'Takillg hours
in a common setting.

All the individuals in this learning

community are U11ited by a variety of interrelationships.
In fact, the authentic moral work of education as distinquished from sheer training requires such a community for
a setting.4

4John H. Donahue, Jesuit Education (Nel'r York:
Fordham University Press, 1963), pp. 186-187.
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Hence v-re see t'\'ro important ideas that are central to
Jesuit education:

(1) the sense of community whereby

gro>;'Tth can take place through interpersonal relationships,
and (2) the education of the whole person, the moral
character as I'Tell as the intellect, 't'lith the e:nd result
being the Renaissanc-e "Man for All Seasons.rr

In theory,

the Rome Center was to provide an international setting
for a truly liberal education.

I11

this envlronment, the

sense of community and the development of liberally educated persons 1-'lere· to be il1ter-related elements.
Rev. John Felice, a Jesuit and the fom1der of the
Rome Center of Liberal Arts, felt that the objectives of an
overseas program should be essentially the same as those
of the home institution, that is, "to achieve the aitJ:s of a
liberal education • • • to contribute to the humanizing,
broadening experience that often is the intended result of
life and study abroad. 11 5

But he also believed that "study

abroad programs should do more than rely on the motto of
the home institution to define their raison d'etre ••
that

forei~1

~

studies programs should be in a position to

better accomplish the goals of the home institution."6

5John Felice, "The Implications of the Foreign
Stu.dies Apostolate for American Jesuit Higher Education
i:!:l the 1970's" (H.A. Thesis, Loyola University of Chicago,
19?2)' p. 14.

6rbid., p. 17.
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In "The Implications of the Foreign Studies Apostolate of American Jesuit Higher Education in the

1970's~"

Father Felice states:
The central objectives of foreign studies programs
can be reduced to three. The first aim is cultural
• • • living and studying abroad and sharing another
culture is a highly educational experience which
·
ideally produces growth and maturity. Axiomatic to
this objective is the belief that immersion in another
culture puts the student's own social basis of knowledge in perspective • • • students can mature significantly when exposed to cross cultural currents
inherent in overseas education.
The second objective can be termed international
• • • The Uni"l:;ed States has ever increasing international respo11sibili ties that can only be met effectively by citizens with a considerable b1owledge of
the world outside American boundaries.
The third objective is academic. The more generalized programs seek to give their students a firm
·foundation in several humanities and social sciences
-- preferably related to the host country.?
These three objectives -- cultural, international, and
academic represented the cornerstone of Loyola's Rome
Center of Liberal Arts.

The method of achieving these

objectives would be the integration of study and travel to
produce a truly "liberal education .. n
Questioning whether foreign studies programs could
be justified. ·if they merely duplicated the stateside
academic program in a foreign setting with the added
advantage

~f

travel, Father Felice believed it was neces-

7 Ibid., pp. 14-15.
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sary to offer frequent educational field trips as well as
occasional carefully planned independent study trips that
could integrate the student's new environment to his
academic goals.

He believed that quality programs should

consistently seek this integrative approach, while at the
same time seek to relate the core curriculum to meaningful
travel.8

According to Father Felice:

Relevancy in curriculum choices is crucial to
the forei~l studies program. Courses in philosophy,
history, political science, classics, art, and theology derive a special significance when integrated
with meaningful travel abroad, especially within a
host country, where time and proximity allow a student
to observe the o9igi11, growth, and interaction of a
foreign culture.
At this point, let us examine the founding philosophy and purpose of the Rome Center of Loyola University,
as stated in the Rome Center Information Bulletin of 1963-

64, the first year such advertisement was used.

He note:

The purpose of the Rome Center is to broaden the
vision of young Americans in an age of expa11sion, to
make them avrare of the nature of Europe through
working, living, and sharing the lives of its people
while they study its age old culture. It aims to
make them internationally minded in a shrinking world.
It hopes that young American students. put in close
contact with students from many lands, also studying
in Rome, will come through discussion, to acquire a

8Ibid., p. 18.
9Ibid., p. 24
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deeper appreciation of their own nation and a greater
understanding of others.lO
The stated aim of making students

11

internationally

minded 11 was an exceptiona.lly valid goal for the early
1960 1 s.
l'Ti tnessed

For this period of American history had just
a time of unprecedented prosperity, a time when

the United States was praYing itself to be the "land of'
plenty."

Youth during the 1950's had been reared for the

most part in a vacuum whe11 most Americans had little
interest in things

11

Un-American .. "

The decade of the 1950's

marked the period of the Cold Har and the era of' Joseph
I1cCarthy.

By the early 1960's, hoi'Tever, a net-T world-

mindedness had developed.

Political and educational

leaders realized that world peace depended, in part, on
increasing the interaction of Americans with other people
of the llorld.

Europe seemed to be the logical place to

begin greater international exchange.
ancestral antecedents in Europe.

Nany Americans had

Since the end of World

Vlar II, America11 attention had been focused on Europe.

The

11arshall Plan, the "iro11 curtain, 11 the Hungarian revolt,.
the Berlin Hall, and the rise of Gaullist France had captured American interest.
for an increased

All of the developments called

1..mdersta~1ding

-of foreign affairs on the

part of a.n American citizen.
· 10Rome Center Bulletin for 196.3-64.
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Garraty and Adams wrote:
And there is no better place for American students
than ill Hestern Europe. Compact, yet increasingly
varied, it is both convenient and endlessly interesting. Its long, 1-rell-documented history, so pregnal'l.t with significance for an understanding of our
own, adds to its value for our growth. It is enough
like the United States to make comparisons fruitful
and to provide, even for the tnlsophistica ted, a vantage point from which America can be observed clearly
and yet in perspective.ll
The term "internationally minded" when used by
educators at this time meant that Americans should shed
their provincialism and ga.in a 't':rider perspective on global
matters.

It meant that students should have an awareness

and understanding of other countries, their people and
their culture.

A more cosmopolitan attitude was needed in

a world that was continually shrinldng due to technological advances in commmlication and transportation.

Inter-

national nnderstanding 11as :needed in a l'rorld that was
threatened by nuclear holocaust.
In the years to follov-r, the aims of the Rome Ce11ter
1-roul.d become more defined.

But initially, the broad goals

durink.the formative stages of the Rome Center were necessary to foster an international educe.tional exchange and
a raison d 1 etre.

And in the era of the Cold Har, the

llGarraty and Adams, From Hain Street to the Left
J2.rulli, p. 190.
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dream of an inten1a tional commu.ni ty 1-1as certainly noble.
For it t-Tas generally believed that only through understanding and cooperation could world peace be achieved,
and this i-'Tas the goal of those involved in international
educatio:n. 12
The following three chapters will examine lrhether
or not the "hopes" stated in the first bulletin were
realized.

The next chapter examines specifically the first

campus, the Casa Internazionale dello Studente, where
Loyola Universi ty 1 s Rome Center i-.ras located from 1962 to
1966.
12

Steven Deutsch, International Education and
Excha.n.q:-e (Cleveland: The Press at Case 't<Jestern Reserve
"university 1970), p. 191.

CH.AP'l'ER III

• c.r.v .I.s.

(1962-1966)

The Casa Internazionale delle

Student~,

or CIVIS,

a more popular name.standing for Centro IstruzlQ.ne ViaggiQ
Internazionale Studente, as it was referred to by the
American and Italian students, 1·ras a complex of Italian
contemporary combined with neo-classical buildings situated at the foot of Nonte Haria, the highest of Rome's
hills.

It was located on the banks of the Hi ver 'Ei ber

just ac:ros s from oe:n tral Rome .1

It had, as :1e.s stated,

housed the 1960 summer Olympics and was mora spre:t'Tli:ng than
compact in nature.
The American students at the "Loyola Center of
Humanistic Studies at Rome," as it was first officially
designated, shared the cafeteria and recreatj_one.l facilities

~:rith

other foreign students, mainly Iranian and

African, many in particule.r from Nigeria.

Hence the state-

ment i11 the Rome Center advertisement bulletin of
II

196J-6l~ •

• • • hopes that young America11 students put in close

contact t1i th students from many lands • • • , " made sense in
the context in l'Thich Loyola students fotmd themselves.
1

see appendix J.
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Ho1-rever, few such contacts were made since Loyole.
students

~·rere

housed in dormitories apart from the African

and other foreign students.

All students appeared to use

the recreational facilities at different times, and each
national group of students almost a.brays took meals with
students from their ot-m country. 2 In addition, coml!lmlication l'ras limited as in most cases there 1-ras no lingua
franca.

The Africans spoke mainly French and neither group

,;-ras fluent in Italian.

However, there were those t-rho did

manage to have discussions and este.blish friendships despite all barriers.J
Loyola's extension in Rome opened in the second
semester of 1961-62 with six faculty members teaching
courses in eight departments.

Rev. John McKenzie,

s.J .•

taught history, Greek, classics, a:nd English; I1r. George
Szemler taught history and Latin;

~<Iiss

Rosemary Donatelli

taught education; Dr. Cecilia Bartoli taught Italian;
Rev. James O'Farrell taught philosophy; and Rev. John
Coffey, S.J., taught phllosophy.

Students fulfilled Loyola

2 Interviei>T with Rev. H. P. Krolikowski, who i•Te.. s Dean
of Arts and Sciences of Loyola University of Chicago from
1964-1970. Chicago, J February 1966.

3 r:n terview with Dr. Rosemary Donatelli, 't·rho was a

Loyola University of Chicago faculty member, 'Nho taught at
the Rome Center its first year and served unofficially in
the capacity of Dean of 1.fomen a1:1d House Nother. Chicago,
J February 1977.
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Universi ty 1 s theology requirement by taking t1-To history
courses, l'rhich "N'ere cross-listed l'Ti th theology as they were
at the Chicago campus.

No courses in theology per se 1-rere

offered that first semester.

\.J'i th the exception of

Dr. Bartoli, l'Tho 1-.ras Italian and author of several Italian
language textbooks, the remaining faculty members

~rere

members of Loyola University of Chicago's full time
teaching staff.

Niss Donatelli was a Ph.D. candidate at

the Unlversi ty of Chicago and Nr. Szemler 'tras finishing
his Ph.D., also at the University of Chioago and simultaneously at the University of Innsbruck.

He l'ras completing

research on the Etruscans for publication.

The remainillg

were Jesuits l'rho had Europea11 training or experience.
The first semester had an enrollment of ninety-two
students, fifty-five of whom were from Loyola of Chicago.
About a dozen of these l're·re gradu.a te students, most engaged
in research under the direction of Mr. Szemler.
Loyola's Rome Ce11ter

~Tas

t-Thile

follllded as an undergraduate pro-

gram, the graduate students who were present at the initial
phase of the Rome Center kept the caliber of' academic tmrk
reasonably high.

For mauy of the undergraduates, this 1-1as

their first encom1ter with the rigorous demands made upon
advanced degree candidates, and therefore they proceeded to
take their o1m studies a bit more seriously .. 4

4Ibid.

The cost of
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this first semester of the Rome Center l'Tas $1,185.00 for
room, board, tuition, transatlantic transportation, and a
t1vo \·reek tour of Europe.
In the first full academic year, 1962-63, there 1-1ere
one hundred and twenty students in attendance at the Rome
Center, approximately seventy from Loyola of Chicago, the
remaining fifty from cooperating American colleges and
universities.

Of these, the University of Santa Clara

contributed the greatest number.5
There were ten faculty members the

~irst

semester

1962-63, teaching courses in English, education, history,
Italian, philosophy, political science, psychology, and
6
theology.
Art History was added in the second semester
11i th the addition of another part-time faculty member,
Dr. ftlichael Fink, who had conducted the tl-ro summer tours
preceding the opening of the Rome Center.
The amount of class time spent on academic subjects
by the students at the Rome Center was the same as at
Loyola University of Chicago; the amom1t of study time was
frequently somewhat less than would be spent at the home
school.

For one thing, 1-rhile at c.I.V.I.S., the library

never numbered more

tha~1

a

fe\'1

thousand volumes.

There-

5rlhe University of Santa Clara is a Jesuit tmiversity located in Santa Clara, California.
0t:

See appendix C for course offerings and faculty
during the 1962-63 academic year, spring semester.
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fore, extended research papers "t.;ere not often assigned.
Also, the school calendar appeared to be a.d jus ted more
to-:.·1ard travel than academic tATork.

Every other Friday 1<1as

free and many Italian holidays and "bridges"

days

between two holidays -- were school holidays as Hell.
Christmas and Easter recesses were three weeks each.

1be

University sponsored tours arranged by Raptan Travel il:1
Rome included a Christmas vacation tour of the Holy Land
begll'L.'>'lillg i11 1962 and an Easter vacation tour of Russia
beginning in 1965.

These tours 1•rere offered as

deals" \'Ti th lo".'T fares.

11

package

They i'Tere chaperoned by fe.cul ty

members and took the students to areas of the world ·where
Americans had not tre.di tionally ventured.

Students having

returned from these tours of Russia and the Hidclle East
have given them accolades of the highest degre.e..
these tours have becor:1e standard fare

l'li

In f'e.ct,

th approxlma tely

one third of the student enrollment participating.
In addition to these extended vacation periods,
there I'Tas a 1•reelc long Thanksgiving vacation, w-ith students
traveli~1g

on their o1-m.

It 1-ras possible to have this much

free time because each class period ""ras extended :rive oinutes longer than at Loyola in Chicago.

A11d so l'Ti th three

vacations and numerous long l'Teekends, the opportunity for
travel l'Tas not lost.

Hhile some merely traveled aimlessly,

most students tooic advantage to gain the best from the
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opportunities afforded them by seeing places that had
ne'iTfound relevance because of course wor1r taken at the
Rome Center.
During the 1963-1964 academic year, a formal tl-ro
l-reek orientation program l'ras inaugurated.

Students

~rere

able to profit from varied lectures held on campus or on
site dealing with Rome, Italy, and Europe.

It was at the

opening of this academic year that the second session of
Vatican II opened, and many students spent afternoons in
St. Peter's square.

Theologians and church scholars often

visited the Rome Center and students were able to .spend
many evenings discussing the rece11t developments of the
latest council.
For the student attending the Rome Center during the

1963-1964 academic year, the cost was $8oo.oo per semester.
Transportation Chicago-Rome, Rome-Chicago, plus a tt-ro "tree!-r
tour of Europe was approximately

$450.00~

At the same

time, the cost of attending Loyola of Chicago was $1,900.00.
for tuition, room, and board for an entire year.

Thus; 'Cor

a little more than $100.00 extra, a student could tra.ve1 to
Rome for a year to study abroad and have included a short
tour of continental Europe.
11 ttle, it was

110

\-lith so much offered for so

l'ronder Loyola's Rome Center met with

early success.
Loyola's Rome Center campus l'ras located at

c.r.v .r.s.

for four and a half years, from January of 1962 to JUlle of"
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1966.

In the bulletin for the 1965-66 academic year, the

follol'ling advertisement appeared:
Loyola's Rome Campus is leased from the Italian
Ninistry of Education and forms part of a complex
for housing international students • • • A football
field and tennis and basketball courts are part of
the campus. I11door and outdoor swimming pools, built
for the 1960 Olympics, are only a short distance away.
Only forty minutes from the campus is the beautiful
beach of Ostia.7
\·Ti th this popular approach and obvious appeal of the above

advertising, Loyola's Rome Center accepted 250 students
for the 1965-66 school year.

Included in the same bulletin

was a statement of "History and Objectivesu which is presented to provide a total picture of the image the Rome
Center tried to project.
The Loyola University Rome Center of Liberal Arts,
co11ceived by a European-educated Jesuit, Father John
. Felice, was started in January, 1962 l'Ti th an enrollment of 92 students. Located 011 the site of the 1960
Olympic Games, the campus forms part of an international student center. Since 1962, the number or
students has gro~m to 230, making the Center the largest American program for overseas study·.
Loyola is the only program conducted in Rome by
American university. It is the aim of the Rome
Center to provide American students with the opportunity of enjoying the cultural advantages of either a
semester or a complete year in Rome without interrupting their regular college programs. 'UH th its
rotating team of Loyola professors from the United
States and of Europee.n teachers, the Center offers its
students the broadest curriculum of an American :roreign
studies program. By giving fully accreditillg courses,

001

?Rome Center Bulletin for the 1965-66 academic year.
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tne Loyola program obviates the problems of limited
competence in foreign language, of enrollment in
already overcrowded universities, and of' different
systems of credits, courses, and grades.
In the heart of Christendom, the student has at
hand the riches of the past and should find the
historic environment itself an incentive to study.
Horeover, he is afforded the oppo:Ftunity of meeting
students from all over the world and these contacts
help to awaken in him a sense of responsibility :for
the well-being of all men. Finally, student and
faculty alike live in a11 atmosphere of intimacy which
tends to sharpen the student's §ocial a1·rareness and to
broaden his spiritual horizons.
.
These paragraphs express a belief and awareness in
many things.

Subtle inferences ca11 be gleaned; for exam-

ple, because Loyola's Rome Center has grom1 to the largest
overseas American study program, it is therefore among the
best.

Although this may sound overly simplistic, Loyola's

public re1atio11s personnel have also been impressed by
numbers.

And who can dispute that a university is success-

:ful when it has enrollment statistics on its side.

But the

authors of the "History and Objectives"· were astute enough
to realize that numbers alone l'lere not enough.

And so _they

lTent on to refute any and all arguments that could be used
against Loyola's Rome Center program, which definitely fits
the "branch campus" description found in the first chapter
of this dissertation.
It l'las pointed out that Loyola's program obviates
the problems of other types of competing

j~~ior

abroad
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programs, such as offering fully accredited courses as the
"completely integrated" and the "independent study" programs sometimes do not; such as the problem of understanding instruction in a foreign language l'lhich can be
disheartening for students in the "completely integrated 11
or "half-way" house program; the problem of attending
classes v-rhich v-ras very real in terms of logistics for those
in the

11

completely integrated" or "half-i':ay" house programs;

and the problem of not receiving grades and credits t•rhich
easily transfer found in the "completely integrated,"
"half-w·ay 11 house, or

11

independe11t study" programs.

It was not enough only to cite the shortcomings of
the other types of programs offered at the time.

The

-~

bulletin also refuted the most often cited criticism of'
the "branch campus" program -- that the branch campus often
becomes nothing more than an American enclave oT ghetto
transplanted overseas.

This has become knotqu as the

"ghetto theory" regarding the branch campus type of overseas program.

But Loyola's Rome Center at

c.r.v.r.s.

invalidated the ghetto theory as it aff'orded the American
student the opportm1i ty to meet students from all over the
l'iorld.

Even though the American institution l'Tas staffing

the program and teachillg "stateside courses," the students
l'rere galning the experience of living in a com.r.n:mity of
internationally minded students.

By

their very presence
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together, they added an international dimension to their
education.

This in itself "can be an important force f'or

developing international good will."9
at the Rome Center

~rere

The opportunities

much better for cultural exchange

than for many American students attending foreign university classes as "special stude11ts" and living in hotels or
family homes where the student was treated as a boarder or
a housekeeper and had little real chance for any meaningful
diologue.

This lack of peer support, or group of people

with common goals found in many non-community types of
overseas programs, often would lead to a "dolce fa 111enteu
attitude 011 the part of' the un~rary student.lO
Father Felice felt ve:ry strongly that Loyola's type
of branch could assimilate the average student l'Tith great
ease and thus bring the advantage of study abroad to a
large number of students.

Challenging the charge that this

type of program leads to the "ghetto mentality, 11 he states:
• • • many students are neither psychologically or
linguistically prepared for total immersion; ideally
the branch campus type of program lets them ease themselves into the foreign culture at their om1 pace, the
severity of shock is thus lessened, and the chance of
an advantageous foreigl.l experience enhanced .. 11

~.

9Garraty and Adams, From Nain Street to the Left
p. 6.
.

lOJohn Felice, "The Implications of Foreign Studies
Apostolate for American Jesuit Higher Education in the
1970'stt p. 13.
llibid.' p. 10.

Father Felice also believed that because of the
supportive services offered by the branch campus type of
overseas program, a "positive ghett()11 could sometimes be
more beneficial than a "negative immersion" into a foreign
culture.

Ideally, he preferred a community in t'lhich half

of the students were Americans and the remaining half t"Tere
nationals of other countries.l2

Felice's recommended

setting described quite \'Tell conditions at
campus.

c.r . v.r.s.

Thus, Loyola's program, liThile not perfect, had the

best points of the "branch campus" program With few of its
dra1'1backs •
It is

importa~1t

to note at the Rome Center's incep-

tion and at the time of publication of the 1965-66 bulletin, Loyola was the only American overseas program in Rome.
Others t'lere to f'ollm'l -- Temple University and the College
of St. I'IJ:ary 1 s in the late 1960's, Connecticut University in
the early 1970's -- lending validity to the criticisms that
t'lere later printed i11 journals about junior year abroad
programs duplicating themselves. 1 3

But as Loyola was the

first in Rome, the glories of this ancient ru1d revered city
t-1ere set forth in print, and Rome was heralded as the
"heart of Christendom" and a place ttlhere the "historic

12 Ibi d ., p. 13.
13E. J. Durnall, 11 Study-Abroad Programs: A Crl tical
Survey, 11 Journal of Higher Education 38 (November 1967),
pp. 452-453·
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r·
··'

environment" itself l'ras an incentivE! to study.

Coupled

with the fact that here was the opportm1ity to meet
students from all over the world, Rome became the most
logical location for a program as ambitious as Loyola's.
Student life at C. I. V. I .s. l'ras generally conducted
at a slol'rer pace than at the American home campuses.

It

was, after all, situated in Italy, where life moved at a
more leisurely pace than in America or Northern Europe for
that matter.

The students for the most part had no major

complaints.

Their accommodations l'Tere c·omfortable although

Spartan. 14

Even though the students had parietal hours,

they enjoyed more freedom in many ways than they had
enjoyed in the States.

Supervised though they

~rere

by

teachers who served as dorm mothers or fathers, the abuses
of alcohol or travel were possible, though 011ly a small
minority had an adverse reaction to being abroad. 1 5
The students enjoyed the Italian custom of having
, wine with meals and the American tradition of playing
football and having homecomi11g queens.

This synthesis of'

14nooms were small and typically housed two to
three persons. There was no ru..'tlning 1-ra ter in the rooms but
rather c ommilll i ty bathrooms and showers a. t the e11d of each
wing. Hot l'rater was provided only between 7:00-9:00 ill the
morning and evening.
15For a more detailed explanation see Valerie J.
Berghoff, "Some Aspects of the Loyola University of Chicago
Rome Center of Liberal Arts" (I1.Ed. thesis, Loyola University of Chicago, 1966), pp. 18-47 passim.

American and Italian customs became part of' the students•
everyday lives.
Students were serious in their studies and serious
about their travels.

And more often than not travel lras

part of their educational experience.
taken and diaries l'rri tten.

Photographs v-rere

Yearbooks were compiled which

detailed the many splendors of study and travel in Europe.16

In conv~rsations 1·1lth this author, students

expressed the belief that some of their best "learning
experiences" 1<rere gained while traveling • 1 7
There was also a genui11e camaraderie bett-reen and
among students and faculty.

It l'Tas the first time for many

students that they had come to 1n1o"'r the faculty of their
school on a personal basis.

Because the school l-ras small,

the student-faculty ratio being ten to one, all stttde11ts
received individual attention and direction.

Faculty,

staff,· and students attended the same functions and took
the same trips.

There was a she.ring of experiences, a

feeling of camaraderie and openness not commonly found at
. ··16
A close study of the yearbooks can reveal to a
large exte11t the students' interests. They show trhat the
students l'rere doing 011 campus as well as the places to
which the students t;r-aveled.
1 7Over the course of t1·ro years, the author enco1.ll1tered many students visiting or ~rorking at the Rome Center
Office at Loyola University's Lake Shore Campus. CollVersations centered on the traveling and cultural experiences,
which seemed to be the high points in their overseas experience.
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other institutions.

Nearly all 1'rere on their first

European ja1mt and all kne't'T that they had o11ly 0!1e year
or less to gain their experiences.

There was then a

closeness that developed between all participants that l'Tas
unique to Loyola's Rome Center program.
Because it offered so much, the Rome Center became
increasingly more popular with American students.

Enroll-

ment increased to the size 1'There the members required
greater facilities.

In 196.5, the Italian government had

also requested that the Rome Center find other accommodations, as the space taken by Loyola.' s students was needed
to provide rooms for Italian university scholarship students in a city l'rhere obtaining housing was a problem.
The Rome Center moved from the foot of Nonte Hario
to the top of the majestic hill.
behind a substantial asset.

But as it moved, it left

American students would no

longer be housed together with students from all over the
1'rorld.

As Loyola's Rome Center moved up the hill, it left

behind a portion of its raison d 1 etre and took with it a
challenge to remain a program that had all the benefits of
a. "branch campus 11 overseas program w·i th none of the dra't'r-

backs.
C.I.V.I.S., the Casa Internazionale dello Studente,
had been in existence as Loyola University's Rome Center
of Liberal Arts for four and one-half years.

Here it began

J8
as an overseas extension program designed to broaden the
life experiences of its students and grew- to be the largest
program of its kind.

Here American students, half' of 1-rhom

were :f'rom Loyola of Chicago, were housed together with
students from all nations of the world.

Here, for a

reasonable cost, an excellent value in education and
personal gro1•rth could be obtained.

Here, due to the

intrinsic value of the program and the camaraderie

bet~reen

all of those involved in it, Loyola's Rome Center became
firmly established as an American institution in Italy and
as part of the dream of some young Americans at home in
the United States.

CHAPTER IV
VILL~

TRE COLLI (1966-1972)

The move to the top of the h.ill uas made in the
summer of 1966 and was hectic.

But upon completion of the

move, a just reward appeared-- the· fifteenth century Villa
Tre Colli with grom1ds resembling the famed Pitti Palace
in Florence • 1

It \'ra.s a t1-ren ty-f i ve acre estate, although

only ten 1-rere in use by the University.
The entrance to the Villa Tre Colli· t-ras protected
by a guard house and imposing iron gates, co:rmected to a
stone and mortar wall some t1-relve feet high.

As is often

the European custom, pieces of broken glass t·v-ere set in
concrete atop the wall to discourage any would be intruders.

(The Villa most recently had been used to house

retired Cardinals, and was leased to Loyola by the
Vatican.)

't-Ihen one entered through the. :front gates, there

l'ra.s a magnificient tree-lined cobblestone drive.

On both

sides of this drive 1-rere impeccably manicured la1'ms and on
the left side was the ancient well t-rhich housed the lege11....:

dary ghost of Cammiluccia, the spirit of a wealthy girl \'rho
died by falling into this pozzo (well).

1 see appendix J.
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At the end of this
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imposing entrance \'Tay was a small piazza t-ri th a garden and
a fotmtain in front of the buildings.

Palm trees and

tailored evergreens blended \'11th colorful 1·rild flowers and
the scent of spring seemed to surround one's senses endlessly.
Three imposing buildings from different ce11turies
stood connected.

One served as the classroom area "'ri th the

women's dormitory above, and two served as administration
buildings. one with the men's dormitory above.

The library

1ms housed in the basement of the main building, as llfas the
cafeteria.
In 1968 a student union lras built on the side of a
hill off from the classroom area.

Belor.1 the union stood

the· basketball and tennis courts.

Dm·m the dirt road

behind the main buildings

~1as

the football field, surr.om1-

ded by hills covered with tall grass and r.<rild 1-rhea t.

From

this field one could look up the large hill and see the
top of the

fo~-story

main building -- the top where there

were serene sun decks from l'Thich the spectator could be
a.lred by the majestic viel'r of the Dome of St. Peter's and
ancient Rome.

These decks were above the men's and \'loments

dormitories.

Some of the rooms themselves t·rere graced lri th

private balconies overlooki11g the large fountain in the
middle of the parking area.

A few of these rooms had a view

of the hedged gardens belm·; the newer buildings as l'Tell as
the Tiber River and the Hilvian Bridge.
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If this description sounds like a country club, it
is because appearances made it seem to be one.

As

available space in. the men's and l'Tomen' s dormitories was
nearly equal, the school had a policy of accepting an
almost equal number of male and female applicants.

I'4ore

l'Iomen applied than men and a fe'\'V more tJere all-rays accepted.
This admission policy meant the average female accepted
had a higher grade point average than the average male. 2
In order to fill the male quota, after accepting male
candidates for their junior year abroad with a cumulative
average of C+ or better, male applicants were accepted v-ri th
a. minimum B- average for their sophomore year at the Rome

Center.
Rev. \·Jal ter P. Y..rolikowski, S. J. , Dean of Arts and
Sciences at Loyola University ill Chicago from 1964 to

1970, 't'ras responsible for the standards set for admissions.
For the 1967-68 academic year, he 'Ttranted minimum requirements for admission raised from the current 2.2 to a 2.5
cumulative grade point average on a four point scale.

He

noted in correspondence to Father Felice in Rome that, as
there t·rere thirty-three males v-ri th cumulative averages
between 2. 2 and 2. 5, Chicago t-rould not advertize. a 2. 5 but
2 rntervie'\1 "N'i th Rev. H. P. Y..rolikO't<Tski ~ Chicago,
J February 1977. As Dean of Arts and Sciences, it 'tras the
responsibility of Fr. Krolikoiirski 's office to meet quotas
for the Rome Center.
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\'rould accept first those i'rith a 2.5 or higher. 3

In 'fact,

the average student for 1966-67 had a 3.0.
In the first academic year at Villa Tre Colli,

1966-67, the faculty members increased from twenty-three
the previous year to thirty and the administrative sta:ff
more than doubled.

In addition to the positio1l of Direc-

tor, the positions of Academic Dean, Dean of Hen, and
Dean of Homen, l'rere created.

A registered nurse, spiri-

tual counselor, t1-:ro house directors ru1d three full-time
secretaries were also added to the admu11strat1ve staff.
In 1966-67, there l'rere 128 l'lornen and 121 men
accepted initially at the Rome Center.

An additional

tlrenty-t'tlro day students also attended a special program
inaugurated for freshman and sophomores residing in Rome
l'Ti th their families.

'lbese students i'rere the sons and

daughters of diplomats and businessmen stationed in Rome,
ma11y non-American, but E11glish speakillg.

Amo11g them in the

years follol'Ting would be Alia Toucan, later to become King
Hussein's wife a.nd Queen of Jordan.
The cost of the 1966-67 academic year abroad
.

~~s

'

~~2, 500.00

for tv-;o semesters of tuition, room and board,

round trip transatlantic transportatioll; and a ten day tour
of Europe.

The cost for a year at Loyola of Chicago for

)Letter from Fr. Krolikowski to Fr. Felice dated
Harch 1967. Rome Center Office Files, Loyola University,
Chicago.
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tuition, room a11d board l'Tas $2,000.00 the same year.
cost of attending Loyola's Rome Center

~Tas

no,..r

The

~~500.00

more than attending Loyola's Chicago campus, 1-.rhereas ill

1963-64, the second operating year of the Rome Center, the
difference 1-ras only $100.00.
During the 1967-68 academic year, 312 students from

76 different colleges ru1d m1iversities enrolled at Loyola's
Rome Center.

Apartment houses located across from the

campus off Piazza Igea had to be rented to provide additional rooms for female students.

A fe't'r years la. ter ,. males

would reside in the apartments and females on campus.
During the 1968-69 academic year, 281 students
attended the Rome Center and lived on campus with an additional tY..renty-eight off-campus students in attendance.
Advertising for tha.t year took a ne1·r brlst.

No longer did

the bulletins speak of students' contacts from all. over
the 'trorld.

Instead, they concentrated on the opportUllity

to travel, as in the following bulletin for 1968-69.
V.fhy go abroad? The Rome Center is a recognition
that the American graduate today must be a citizen of
the world commm1ity. There was a time when travel was
a matter of personal choice; there 1'rere a.l"tmys individuals who needed to satisfy their curiosity about the
strange and exotic. But today, the "remote" no longer
e:x:lsts; no part however distant, is m1affected by our
thinking and our decisions. To tra.vel~~ in our age, is
to enter into full citizenship of that boundless world

·><-Emphasis added by this author.

of which we are part. So our students go abroad to
develop themselves and that they may be able to play
their part as leaders. 4
And so, according to the Bulletin, ntravel" 1-ras a.
primary reason for going to Rome to study.
is still based

011

The curriculum

the premise that students 1-rould benefit

by studying in Europe and by being exposed to its treasures
in art, history, and the classics.
the follol'Ting is said

011

In the same bullet ill,

the curriculum.

Loyola ill Rome is a center of liberal arts and all
the traditional subjects in the liberal arts curriculum are studied there •. At present, ten depe.rtments
of instruction offer courses so majors from all fields
can and do participate. But the aim is that students,
whatever their major, shotild concentrate wherever
possible on those subjects· such as history, classics,
art, modern languages, and literature --which ga~1
most by being studied in Europe. It is for this
reason that l'Te urge prospective candidates to plan :from
their Freshman year so that, if accepted, they can take
full advantage of our European courses. 'L'·ie vtelcome
particularly majors 111 such fields, but all students
can gain immeasurably by a year of liberal arts in
Rome.5
According to the 1968-69 Bulletin, one year of
academic credit could be earned iil the follotring ten
departments:

Art History, Classics, Education, English,

History, Italian, Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology, and Theology.
ly,

While some of these departments did

Rome Center Bulletin for 1968-69 academic year.

5rbid.

not offer courses each semester, there were courses
offered by one department in 't'lhich credit received could
be applied to another department; for example, a student
could

re~eive

education credits for Dr. Fink's art history

classes if the student so registered.
Also, it should be noticed that in the preceding
bulletin only a full year's stay at the Rome Center is
recommended, while in previous bulletins a semester or a
:full academic year was suggested.

The ehru1ge took effect

since applications were exceeding space available.

There

1-ras also a general conce11sus among educators that one semester 1-ras insufficient to learn the language and to understand the culture.

Duringthe late 1960's, emphasis was

squarely placed on the liberal arts, specifically on those
studies which were related to the European location.
apparently t'Tas ill response to critics citing
in American education.

Dennison Nash

i~

11

This

irrelevancy"

"Academic Accom-

plishment and the Problem of Relevance in an OVerseas Study
Program" suggests that these programs must take advantage
of the opportunities aftorded them by being "on location"
and that students, in particular those ill modern or extinct
langu..ages, art, and history, must be encouraged to study
abroad 1'There their courses will be made most relevant.
also suggests that "even while paying lip service to the
academic, a student may be primarily interested in

He
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travel • • •

and this must be recognized by the over6
seas institution.
If Europe l'las the campus, then travel
11

was to be expected.

At ~~2,800.00 for a full academic .year

including tuition, room and board, and rou."ld-trip
.
transatlantic flight, travel was afford.aMole.

In the 1969-70 academic year. there were approximately 274 students from the United States plus an additional twenty-five off-campus day students.

An English

language program for Italians offering evening classes in
English language instruction had been inaugurated in
October, 1966.

This program enrolled nearly one hundred

participants the first year.
certificate stating they had
non-credit course.

~'lhile

Students "trere awarded a
satisfactori~

eompleted the

not technically part of the Rome

Center curriculum, it did bring Italians into the school
campus and led to more· contacts betl'l'een American students
and Italian students than otherwise would have been
possible.

I1any Italian companies paid to have their

employees learn English by a tte11ding these classes, made
up mostly of young Italian men.

They attended classes for

the chance to learn English and prac tioe it
American

~romen

on campus.

l'Ti th

the many

This program met with success.

6nennison Hash, "Academic Accomplishment and the
Problem of Relevance in an Overseas Study Program, 11 I-ioder11
Language Journal 60 (November 1976): J47.

\:Jhile at Tre Colli, the program grel'r and enrolled more
than four hundred students at one point.
Because of the success of the English Language
Program, a business management seminar was offered :for the
Italians in June, 1969.
men enrolled 111 the

Nore than fifty Italia:n business-

t~ro-t'leek

seminar, off'ered by Loyola

University of Chicago's Dean of the School ot: Bus111ess,
Dr. F. Virgil Boyd.

Classes l'Tere conducted ill English

l'Tith simultaneous translation.

This program was continued

the following year aild led to the development of what
became lo.lol'm as "The Summer Program. 11

Not o:f'ficially

connected l·Tith Loyola of Chicago, var:ious organizations
such as the Amer1ca11 Institute for Foreign Study sponsored
this program offered to various travel-study groups who
i'Tould spend time in Rome.
ri'he years atop i:<Ionte Haria

~rere

the years the

student body at the Rome Center under'l'rent a change in
consciousness.

Professors and administrators who had been

at C • I •V.I. S. and now returned to Tre Colli remarlted that
the students seemed more isolated and less political.

And

yet, the late 1960's l'Tere the years of student activism
a:nd protest in the United States.

But l'Thile protest

marches and demonstrations vrere occurring on American
campuses, no major political disturbances of any kind were
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made by American students at the Hone Center.?
In fact, some said that the years atop Honte J;iario
at Villa Tre Colli represented a time when the students
seemed least mature e.nd most hedonistic,· and because of
8
this the reputation of the school began to suffer.
It
became apparent to the administration in Chicago and Rome
that academic standards needed to be raised.

A more str in-

gent admissions policy 1-.rent into effect during 1970-71 t<rith
the result being that the largest number of students in the
history of the Rome Center l'rere put on academic probation. 9
Loyola could well afford to raise academic standards at
this :time since applica.nt.s exoeeded available space.

At

this time, European study and travel w·as still a ree.sonably
good bargain.
A key person during these years at Tre Colli was
Dr. Patrick Casey, Rome Center Academic Dean from 1965 to

1971.

In his 19'70 report to Dr. Richard 1-Ia.tre, Vice-

President'of' the University, Dr. Casey summarized many of
the problems facing the Rome Center and indicated hm-r the

· · · 71'-lhi~e there ~rere a fe~r arrests for protesting outside the American Embassy on Via Veneto, there were no
large student demonstrations, outside of a candlelight
procession on school grounds.
Q

upatrick 0' Keefe, "The Nind-rippillg ~ Eye-opening,
Loyola University Rome Center," (Chicago Sm1-Ttmes Ei,dwest
l'Lagaz ine): 18 February 1973.

9Grade Reports, 3.971, Rome Center Office files,
Chicago.

.
~ 10
acad emic program mi g ht b e 1mproveQ.

The initial

impression of Dr. Casey, regarding the students of the
Rome Center after arrival in 1963, was that :t'fhile students
seemed· to be enjoying themselves, there were some questions

In

regarding the seriousness of their academic pursuits.

retrospect, Dr. Casey admits the academic program may not
have been challenging enough for the tmmotivated students
of which there a.ppeared to be a good number • 11
After half a dozen years at the Rome Center from

1963 to 1969 as a professor in the English Department and
Academic Dean, Dr. Casey put down on paper his ideas.

His

summary included the follolting points: 12
(1).

The Rome Center should be more selective in choosing
teachers and students.

Tee;chers should be selected

for their area of specialization and skills ill
teaching rather than because of their availability.

In admission of students, more should be taken into
acc01.mt than only their academic grade point average.
Leadership abilities as well as motivation are import~t

factors to be considered.

10 Patrick Casey, "Summary of Present Problems a11d

Ho1-1 Ue Hight Solve Them," Report to the Vice-President of'
Loyola University of Chicago, 19?0.

rnterviei~T 1·ri th Dr. Patrick Casey, Chicago,
31 January 1978.
11

1 2 Ibid.

(2)

The importance of learning the Italian language should
be emphasized to students t'lho seek admission to the
Rome Center.

Students should desire to study Italian

or be motivated to do so.

Hhenever possible, students

should study and learn Italian prior to going to the
Rome Center.

(3)

The curriculum should be more distinctive, that is. it
- could be grouped into three general areas -- 'l"'he
Ancient \·1orld, The Renaissance, and Nodern Italy at1d
Europe.

Along these same lines, courses. should be

more unified by offering areas of concentration a11d
sequence courses.

Course offerings that had been

added l'rere the I>1odern Eur-opean Novel in trat1sle.tion,
the Italian Novel in translation, and Italian Opera.
There also should be a greater number of seminars.
Lastly, the curriculum should be more stable.

\<!hen a

course or courses have been provenhighly successful,
those courses should become part of a core currieu,lum.
To accomplish this, it is necessary for faculty mem_bers also to have a continuity in the program.

\vhen

certain faculty members have lef't the Center, the
courses they offered often leave with them.

(4)

A good recruitment program is essential.
recommendations regarding

curriculum~

The preceding

staffing, and
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selectivity could not be put into practice l'ri thout a
large body of applicants from v-rhich to choose.

Along

these lines, Loyola should be selective in associating with affiliate schools.

Those schools ?rhich

have traditionally given the Rome Center students of
superior character and academic ability should remain
affiliate schools and those schools which traditi"o!lally produce inferior students should be dropped
from affiliation.
(.5)

There should be a better integration of study and
travel.

Travel should be made part of the ed uca-

tional process and related to the courses offered
l'rhenever pass i ble.

An example l'las the seminar course

1'Thich was offered on Soviet Russia ill the sprillg
semester in 1973 prior to the departure of all sixty
students on the Easter tou.r of the Soviet Union ..

(6)

There should be improved publicity.

First, construct

a curriculum, select the appropriate facu1ty, and then
generate publicity.

The publicity campaign should not

be based exclusively on an audience in the United
States.

A large number of American and non-American

English speaking families reside ill Rome and Europe.
These families are a potential clientele.
Board of Trustees

111

A local

Rome could be created to stim-
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ulate interest in the Rome Cente:r;- itself and among
the community.

(7)

Nore people who were residents in Rome should be used
"for "faculty and lecturers.

Examples which have proven

successful were the lectures of the noted Italian
l'lriter Luigi Barzini, author of The Italians, a11d the
addition of Dr. Antonio Nartino· from the University of
Rome as a part-time political science faculty member.
Dr. 111artino's father served as Italy's foreign
1

minister in the 1960•s.

Loyola's Rome Center was

fortunate in having his son, Antonio Nartino. on its
faculty since he provided unique insights into the
Italian political situation.
(8)

Preparation of students in the Italian language needed
to be improved.

\rJhenever possible, applicants should

demonstrate some kno't'Tledge of Itali&l be'fore final
acceptance.

Perhaps an intensive summer program in

Italie.11 should be I.ilade mandatory for Loyola students
who 1-1ere planning to study at the Rome Center.
-

Along

.-

this same line, an orientation program could be offered
the year preceding or at lea.st the summer before
attendance at the Rome Center.

The Italian language

instruction for those interested in a.tt·emding the
Rome Center should be mor.e conversational.

Lear1ting
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a language should be see11 as a means and not an end.
It is the means of communicating

~<ri th

the Ite.lia11s

to understand more fully the Italian people and
culture.
(9)

If the preceding suggestions were impleme11ted, then
the .·"ghetto" atmosphere of the Rome Center campus
could be reduced.
\vhere it was possible, many of Professor Casey's

suggestions were incorporated into the modus OJ2erandi of
the Rome Center.

However, many suggestions had to

a~rai t

impleme11tation for reasons not apparent at the time they
were made.

These reasons included the drastic decrease

111 enrollment at the Rome Center due in large part to the
spiraling costs and the t-rorld wide economic recessio11 of
the early 1970's.
Dr. Casey also indicated a number of the "strong
points 11 of Loyola's Rome Center •.
(1)

For a liberal arts center, the city of Rome is an
ideal locatia11.

Rome offers a cultural a11d artistic

richness that is unrivaled by any other city in
Europe.

It offers proximity to other areas of archi-

tectural, historical, and intellectual import.
(2)

The Rome Center attracted a t-ride diversity of students
who came to it from different upiversities, regions,
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and socio-economic backgrounds.

Although students

1-rere majoring in a diverse range of subjects, they
shared a common community.

In rnany res pee ts, Ca.rdi11al

Newman's recommendation that "stude11ts educate each
other" was :fulfilled at the Rome Center.

(3)

-

The size was ideal.

The Rome Center of Liberal Arts

was large enough for diversity and a richness of
course offerings.

At the same time, it was small

enough for personal relationships to develop between
and among students and faculty alike.
( 4)

The general quality of faculty and students 'tras high.
Recognizh1g there are exceptions to any general statement, the overall impression 1-ras most favorable of tile
students and faculty attracted to the Rome Center.

(5)

Transfer of grades and credits to other American colleges and universities was 110 problem..

This easy

adaptability aided in attracting the numbers of students the Rome Center did.
•'

As of 1971, the Loyola Rome Center of L.iberal Arts
had demonstrated a successful record in attracting students.

As was mentioned, applicants had in the past

al1•rays exceeded available places and study in Europe

l'Tas

still available to many students at a price they could
afford.

The Loyola University nome Center campus seemed
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to have established permanent roots.

Its Director, Father

Felice, had proven himself to be an experienced and
capable administrator.

Its Academic Dean was seasoned and

interested in the concerns of the program.

It had a highly

qualified faculty and a student body of above average
academic ability.
setting.

Its campus 1-ras located in a beautiful

The Rome Center had Italians studying English on

campus, in the evening hours, and accepted non-American
freshma.11 and sophomore day students 1-thich added yet more
diversity to the already heterogeneous student body.

And

higher education a.nd an experience abroad were still valued
by a significant number of America11s.
All this was soon to change.

In 1971, Dr. Casey

resigned his position of Academic Dean.

The special

program for freshman and sophomore students residing in
Rome with their families

~ras

dropped because their numbers

tv-ere too small to justify the large expense of operating
low·er level courses needed to continue the program.

The

Vatican ru1nounced that the property which Loyola leased
would be shortly listed for sale and wished to m1ow if
Loyola was interested in purchasing it.

The price involved

was 3.5 million dollars and ">'las cause for caution and
debate.
th~

Although Father Felice recommended the purchase of

Villa Tre Colli property, the trustees and adminis-

trators of Loyola University of Chicago were reluctant to
make such a large financial commitment.

Negotiations
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contil1ued t'lith the Vatican for alnost five months until
I1Iay of 1971 V"rhen Loyola asked that the lease be extended

one year so that a :ne"t'l site for the Rome Center could be
found.

It had been decided by the Board of Trustees of'

Loyola University of' Chicago that such a large investment
in Italian real estate v-rould not be the wisest course of
action.

The world economy had begrm to show signs of

strain and the Italian political si tue.tion poillted

to~rard

continued instability and the growing strength of the
Commm1ist Party. 1 3

In retrospect, this indeed appears to

have been the better choice.

Had the property been pur-

chased, there would have been an expensive commitment to a
large maintainance staff as well as the cha11ce of nationalization of all foreigll ol'med estates at some future date.
It was decided to move the Bone Center campus to a
net·T location one mile rnray from Villa Tre Colli.

The last

academic year at Villa Tre Colli was 1971-72 with 276 fulltime students ill the fall semester and 273 in the spring
semester in attendance, with approximately twe11ty-five
additional off'-campus students ill atte11dan.ce each semester.
And so it was from the years 1966-72 that Loyola
University's Rome Center held classes at Villa Tre Colli,

1 3Intervietr with Dr. Richard Na.tre, Vice-President
and Dean of Faculties of Loyola University of Chicago,
Chicago, 28 December 1977.
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atop Ho11.te Hario.

In retrospect, it can be said that this

l'Tas the most beautiful of the Rome Center campuses.

It

also has seen the greatest number of stude11ts pass through
its gates.

This was the campus that, while it did not

house students from all natiolls of the world, did conduct
evening classes for Italians studying English; it did
accept an average of twenty-five day students yearly l<rho
1-rere mostly non-American, English speaking sons and
daughters of foreign families residing in Rome.

In short,

it did what was possible to make up the loss of the Case.
Internazionale dello Studente by attracting Italians and
other foreign students to its confines.
But this campus did suffer grm1ing pains.

Europe

11as made the campus and most everyone had travel foremost
in their minds 1rrhen enrolling.

Nany students did become

•

isolated from the world arom1d them by insulating themselves l'fithin a large group of American students even l·rhen
traveling.

The students, as a l'Ihole, gained the reputa:tion

for being less serious in their studies a:nd more frivolous
in their actions.

As a reaction to this ne\'1 breed of

.... :

student·, the administration tightened standards for class·work a11d admission.

Suggestions were made for improvement

,of academic sta!ldards ill a report made by Dr. Casey, Rome
Center Academic Dean, to the Vice-Preside11t of Loyola Univ··
ersity of Chicago.

Before major implementat1o11s could be

made at Villa Tre Colli, the Vaticru1 decided to sell the
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property on which the Rome Center campus was located
and Loyola decided not to buy it.

A search began for a

suitable site and one 't'l'as found on the same hill, one mile
away.

This was the Clinica Haria Teresa.

CF;.APTER V
VILLA HARIA TERESA {1972-1977)
The third campus, Villa Na.ria Teresa. unlike Villa
Tre Colli, l'ras not steeped in antiquity.

The large seven

story single buildillg housing classrooms. cafeteria, student union, library, chapel, infirmary, and student dormitories was erected in 1932.

In recent years, it had served

as a hospital and a retirement home and was leased by
Loyola from the Daughters of the Cross of Liege, a Belgian
order of nuns.
The entrance

~ray

l'Tas somewhat similar to that of the

former campus -- the d4!'ive is tree lined and longer -- but
less impressive.

'r.he visitor is greeted by a piazza at the

end of the drive and a great expanse of stairs leading up
to the huge three story neo-cla·ssical building.

Gone, hol-T-

ever, are the lush gardens, tennis courts and football
field.

There is a basketball court and room for playing

other outdoor games on this six-acre 'trooded estate.

It is

only a few minutes by car from the old campus and still
only a t't'Tenty to tl'renty-five minute bus ride to
Rome. 1
1 see appendix J.
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There seemed to be general agreement by f'aculty and
administration that the ne1·1 campus was more conducive to
study than the last. 2 Classroom locations were better
situated so as to avoid noise and other distractions that
plagued the previous campus.

In 1972, the I"rilford College

library was purchased for the Rome Center giving it an
additional 45,000 yolumes. 3

Loyola's Rome Center, llol·T 't'ri th

over 60,000 v-olumes, became the largest English library in
Rome, outside the Vatican.

It had come a long way .from the

days at C.I.V .I.S. 11hen a janitor-closet siZed room housed
the entire library.
In celebrating its tenth anniversary, it was noted
in the bulletin of 1972-73 that 11early 400 colleges and
universities had been represented at the Rome Cent.er over
the past ten years. L~

The f'irst year at the Villa Haria

Teresa campus, 1972-73, there were approximately 250 fulltime students and t't'renty-one additional· off-campus students.'
The faculty-student ratio was better than one to ten wi,th
2

· Conversations of this author iiTi th faculty member,s,
the librarian, Ns. Delane., and directors of the Loyola Rome
Center, Rev. J. Dillon e.nd Rev. T. Eoga:u, confirm, beaause
of classroom and library :racilities, that Villa Haria
Teresa is better suited to academic pursuits than the
previous two campuses.
3rUlford V"m.s a s:oall liberal arts college for the
training of' Jesuits which closed its doors in 1971 • .
4see appendix D.
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t't'Ienty-eight faculty members.

The bulletin also stated

that "above average" academic achievement t-ras expected of
those students wishing to attend the Rome Center.

Above

average no1-r meant a 2. 5 cumulative grade point average or
higher on a 4.0 scale.
Academic counseling was also mentioned in the
bulletin as available to all students, something that had
not been readily so in the past.

Previously~

w·as on spiritual and guidance counseling.

the emphasis

r~ath

the bach-

elor's degree fast becoming a non-marketable commodity in
the 1970's, it became more important for students to plan
their academic program carefully.

CoUrses were chosen not

only on the basis of enhancing their European e:x:perie11ces,
but also on the basis of fulfilling requirements a11d or
transferability to home insti tutio11s.
The tradition or an orientation program, begun when
the Rome Center was still at

c,.,r.v.r.s.,

was continued.

Recognized as essential for a good start for students l'rho
for the most part had never been abroad, Loyola reserved
the first t1•ro weeks upon arrival:

(1) to acquaint students

in detail with the Rome Center, (2) to begin students'
study of Italian, and {J) to familiarize students with Rome
by taking them

011

a series or tours to the cities or

artistic and historical interest.5

Students arriving for

5Rome Center Bulletin ror the 1972-73 academic year.
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study during the second semester, ho1-rever did not find
such an orientation program; and, unfortunately, one
semester students would constitute more of the total
enrollment each year due to the steadily grol'J'ing rise ill
costs.

Nonetheless, all students had received elaborate

predeparture information packets and useful material for a
sojo·urn abroad, including a readine; list.

A pre-orien-

tation meeting "t>ras held in Chicago during the summer for
Loyola University of Chicago students, although less than
half of those students accepted to the Rome Center attended
the

~'ingle

session.

The fee for the 1972-7.3 academic yee.-r

including tuition, room and board, and round trip air
transportation was $.3,500.00.
11ras raised to $3,600.00.

The follar..riug year, the cost

At the same time, tuition, room

and board in Chicago ran bet"\'reen

~~2,500 .. 00

and $2,800.00.

For the first time, it noY.r became more expensive to attend
the Rome Center after deducting transpo:r:tation costs.
During the summer of 197.3, the fotmder and Director
of the Rome Center program for alm.ost tw·elve years, John
Felice, left the Jesuits and resigned his position.

A nel'r

Director of the Rome Center was appointed by Rev. Raymond
Ba.u.mhart, S.J., President of Loyola University.
D~llon,

Rev. John

S.J., "t·rho had been serving officially as Spiritua1

Di:rector and "tUlofficially as liason bet111een the students
and faculty and administration during the 1972-73
year in Rome, received the position.

~cademic

The Director inter-
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acts 1--ri th the Board of Trustees and Vice-President and
President of the University.

John Felice v.ras asked to

remain as Consultant to the Director, a position he still
holds as of 1978.
In the fall of 1973-74, there l'Tere eighty-eight nl.en
accepted and 177 women totaling 26.5 full ... time students
plus thirty-six off-campus students.

In the spring

semester, a decline in enrollment began with an enrollment
of seventy-nine men and 164 women totaling 243 full-time
students plus an additional thirty-eight
off-campus day
·.
.

students.

But Loyola 1 s overseas program still remained the

nlargest American institution of its kind."

There \'Tare. in

fact, ill an academic year over 100 courses offered by
twenty-eight professors representi11g brel.ve departments:
Anthropology, Classical Studies, English, Fi11e Arts, History, Hoder11 Languages, Philosophy, Political Science,
Psychology, Theatre, Theology, and Foundatio11s of Educat;ion.

Courses could, for the most part, be grouped into

three general representative historical periods:

(1) The

Classical Horld of the Hediterranea.n, (2) The Renaissance,
and (3) Italy and Contemporary Europe.

Those that did not

fit into these categories could be taught in such a li!ltnner
that a more international dimension v.ras used than was the
case in the United States.

He11ce, an international per-

spective was given to all courses taught at the Rome Center.
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Ninety American universities were represented among
the more than three hundred students participating in the

1973-74 academic year.

Eighteen American schools l'Tere

considered affiliated and thereby given acceptance priority.

They l'Tere :

Boston College

Rockford College

Buclmell University

St. Bonaventure University

Canisius College

St .. Na.ry'·s College of
California

College of the Holy Cross

St. Nichael's College

John Carroll University

Uni vers.i ty of Dayton

LeNoyne College

University of San Francisco

Loyola. University of
Ne1'Y Orleans

University of Santa Clara

lfJ:e.rquette University

1fueeling College

Quincy College

Xavier University

These institutions provided :nearly one-third of the enrollment, l'Ti th Loyola of Chicago accotmting for nearly another
third of the enrollment.

In only ten years, Loyola's

overseas program seemed successful and solid, even if
enrollment had decreased somewhat and costs

~rere 011

the

rise.
Dr. VJalter Gray, Academic Dean at the Rome Center
from September, 1972 to July, 1974, '?ras generally pleased
l·rith the academic program offered at the Rome Center.

His

correspondence received from academic deans of schools
havil'lg sent their students to Loyola's Rome Center demonstrates their satisfaction as well.

As Academic Dea11,

Dr. Gray was concerned that Loyola's overseas program
maintain the proper tone :needed to maintain the atmosphere of a serious academic enterprise. 6
Advertisement in the bulletin for the academic year
1974-7.5 included the following statement:
• • · • Enrollment is 300 ~ri th so-me 30 teachers.
Besides the American student body, an international
group of stude11ts residing t'l"i th their families in Rome
also attend the Center.. In addition, the English
Language Program for Italians held 0!1 campus brings a
fur:t;;her opportunity for students to meet and collverse
~ri th Europeans. 7
· Unfortunately, c-ircumstances -vrere t.o cha11ge.

Very

little of the above ""Vras. to remain true the follo1tling year.
In the academic year 1974-75 ~· the enrollment figure for
full-time students dropped to 200 and the number of faculty .
t'l'as reduced to t"C'renty-six.
had become critical.

The t'l'orsenins economic climate

In Italy, high m1employme11t and

inflation had their effects on the program of

ram~an~

Loyola r s Rome Center.

Inflation ran as high as 40 per ce11t

6

Intervie1'r 11ith Dr. Ualter Gray, Associate Professor
of History, Loyola University of Chicago, Chicago,
20 February 1978.
7Rome Center Bulletin for the 1974-7.5 academic year.
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in one year and had doubled the salaries of the Italian
workers in less than three years. 8

It became necessary

to discontinue evening English classes f'or Italians, lihich,
although not technically part of Loyola, nonetheless, had
mitigated the isolation of the Ville. Naria Teresa campus,.
The new Italian lav-rs, regardj,ng the status of employees
and employer's responsibilities had, as well as taxing
all income generated in

~taly,

made it economically

unfeasible to continue the program.

Treaties betl'Teen the

United States and Italy, llhich had give11 reciprocity to
citizens of one country

~rorking

in the other regarding

tax-free status, had been allowed to lapse.

The :ne1·r

Italian government enacted new_ regulations which were to be
made retroactive.

These regulations i'1ere designed,_ of'

course, to help its olnl citizens at the expense of nonItalian enterprises doing business in Italy.
In addition to the problems regarding the Italian
employees, the Rome Center found itself overstaffed administratively for the 11umber of students no't'l enrolled.
position of Dean of Homen
library secretaries.

~·ras

eliminated as were the

The
~

The positions of nurse and the housing

director were reduced to part-time positions and some parttime faculty members 't'fere dismissed ..

8 rntervie"t·i with Rev. John Dillon, Director of the
Rome Center from 1973-75. Chicago, Jl January 1977.
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The fee for the 1974-75 academic year 1-1ent from
$),600.00 the previous year to $4,200.00 for tuition, room
and board, and transatlantic transportation -- a reflection
of just how great inflation had been the previous year.

In

order to attract students l-Iho might .find it too costly to
attend the Rome Center, particularly because in their
jm1ior year they might not find subjects offered in their
major .field, it was proposed that business and economics be
added to the curriculum.

This, it was hoped, would enable

business students to complete their own program in the
normal .four years, rather than put them back a semester if'
they attended the Rome Center and did not take business
courses.
Those students of moderate means in attendance at
the Rome Center suffered economic hardships due to the
American dollar devaluation and European inflation.
had to curtail their travel plans.

Nany

Costs became so prohi-

.bitive in Italy that the 1974-75 yearbook of the Rome Center, which had previously been bound in hard cover, became
t~1e11ty-f:our

pages of typed legal-size paper, xeroxed and

stapled together.
Duri11g these trying times, Father Dillon, the
'

Director, attempted to maximize the educational opportunity
for the students by capitalizing on environmental circumstances~

For example, he invited resource people to come
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into the Rome Center and encouraged the students to go
outside the campus to see for themselves 't'Tha.t a Comm1..mist
political rally in Italy ·Nl3.s like.

This t-z-as during the

time that the Italians were v-rorking on the nhistoric compromise, tt the Commlmist Party seeking to share po1-rer l'Ti th
the Christian Democratic Party to form a workable majority,
and to shape a

ne~·T

Italian government.

The students of

Loyola's Rome Center 1-rere present to witness these attempts
first hand.
Father Dillon l·ras also aware of the deficiencies of'
the Rome Center.

There t'las no requirement 1-rhich forced the

students to demonstrate ability in Italian prior to acceptance in the Rome Center.

There was no preorientation.

Noreover, the.fluidity of the political and economic
situation put the Rome Center in a precarious legal
position.

As a foreign institution doing bu.siness in

Italy,. the Rome Center program l'Tas now liable for increased
compensation to Italian l'rorkers; at the same time, Americans employed in Italy lost their tax-free status.

Th·e

growing po1-rer of the unions pointed to further increases
in operational costs.
The last point could not be changed.

The first,

inadequate language preparation, also could not be chm1ged.
To raise the level of preparation "t'rould limit further the
already dwindling supply of applicants.
modify the orientation program.

Father Dillon did

Heretofore, the orien-

tation program l'Tas heavily orientated to the Italian
language and, in the

vie~·;

of some, l•ras too much too soon

for most of the students.

Also, those students who t'l"ere

arriving for the second semester only, t'l'ho not·r made up
nearly one-half of the enrollment, needed more language
study than they were receiving.

Therefore, the orien-

tation program was made continuous throughout the entire
year.

Besides offering tours of historical sites, insights

were provided into Italian culture by bringing Italians
into the Rome Center to deliver lectures on Italian life.
The direction talten was an orientatioll toward people a:s
t·rell as to1-rard places •.
Father Dillon identified the greatest asset of
Loyola's Rome Center as that it
experience.

~ras

a broad-based overseas

He realized that the reasons -ror most students

going abroad t-Ias experiential and that most students demonstrated personal grol'rth achieved througl';l self-reliance and
independence.

He realized an important fact: as an educa-

tional institution, the Rome Center must equip the future
leaders of America, not only by providing the academic
experience, but also by providing the total. educational
experience. 9

This included cultural experie11ces, which

properly reflected upon, t<Tere the educational experiences
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necessary to produce the

11

interne. tio:ne.lly minded" l'rorld

citizen.
One v-;ho agreed .l'iith Father Dillon "f•ras Rev. Hatthe't'T
Creighton, the Academic Dean of the Rome Ce11ter from
August, 1974 to December, 1976.

According to Father

Creighton, the concept of the Home Center \'las that of e.
broad impact program calculated to reach the average m1dergradill.\te regardless of his major.

It was not designed to

be a single spectrum program ill l'Thich the student is submerged in the culture of a foreign country.

The courses

offered 't'rere designed to take advantage of one r s being in
Hestern Europe and particularly in Ital;v.
sixty

cot~ses

Approximately

were offered each semester, the vast majority

focusing on Europe.

Business courses 'l'rere introduced ill

the 1975-76 academic year as a practical consideration.
Previous to that year, business majors had attended the
Rome Center because they "f'Tanted a foreigll experience.
Hm·rever, · the length of their degree program was prolonged
since courses in their major area of business l'lere not
off.ered at Rome.

In order to continue attracting business

students and to realize the philosophy that. the Rome Center
have a maximum impact

011

as many students as possible,

business and economics courses were added to the currioulum. 10

10 Interviei·T with Rev. Natthet·r Creighton s .J. , .lrho
\'las Academic Dean of Loyola' f!3 Rome Center Augus·t, 1974 to
December, 1976. Chicago, 3 February 1977.
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Spealring about the faculty, students, and academic
standards, Father Creighton said the average student
entering the Rome Center i'Tllile he 't'Tas there 1-ras a B+.
Their grade point rise 11ras sooel'rhat less than the average
rise for third year students

~rho·

remained at home.

The

average student "'·ras mature; those 1'Tho did not arrive so,
matured while in Rome.

The Rome .Center

llOI'T

sophisticated than when it first had opened.

had become more
The screening

process was no'\'r carried o:n in Chicago by the Associate
Director of the Rome Center, a. position created in 1975.
and held by Dr. Edi>Tin P. I1enes from 1975 to the present.
Either the Rome Center Director, Associate Director, or
Academic Dean \<Tould
Center.

intervie~;

candidates for the Rome

Father Creighton recalls intervie'lrring ten appli-

cants ai1d accepting only ti'lO of them, demonstrating the
degree of selectivity in the admission's process.

In

addition to being impressed by the high.caliber of student
at the Rome Center, Father Creighton was also impressed
by faculty interaction with each other.

Rather than being

departmental as on the American campus, the interaction l•ras
interdepartmental and brought· about more gro't'rth for al.l
concerned.
Creighton is

Because of the faculty and. stude11t body, Father

that Loyola's Rome Center is more
scholarly than when it first began. 11
11

co~1vinced

Ibid.
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Hm.rever scholarly Loyola's Rome Center J:JB.Y have
been, the academic year
l1ay of

1975-76 was a year of crisis.

In

1976, Rev. Thomas Hoge.n, S .J., Professor o:f History

and former Freshman Dean at Loyola University of Chicago,
-v1as appointed as the nel·T director to reple.ce .F'ather Dillon,
l<Tho had returned to Chicago to be hospitalized in December,

1975 and had ann01.mced his resignation as Director in
February,

1976.

Father Hogan had studied at the London

School of Economics for his doctorate and had previously
taught history at the Rome Center.

Since he had an

e.cademic backgrotmd and administrati-ve experience, the
positions of Director and Academic Dean of the Rome Center
l'Tere combined into one position.

This not only solved

problems that had arisen from having the

t~Io

positions

separated but also kept the budget nearer to being balanced.
Even t-rith the appointment of e. :n.el'r director, there
-,;-Jas some discussion among the Board of Trustees and the
administration of Loyola University in Chicago of closillg
the Rome Center.

The reason v-ras financial.

The Rome

•·

Center needed tl'TO hundred students to remain viable economically • 12

And there 1·ras a shortage of students 1-rilling or

able to pay nearly ()7,000.00 for a year abroad.

Tuition,

12 rnterviei·r 1·ri th Dr. Richard Hatre, Vice-President
and Dean of Faculties, Loyola University or Chicago,
Chicago, 28 December 1977.
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room and board for a full academic year soared to $4,550.00,
not including transatlantic trans porta. tion, 't>Ihich could
rm1 up to ~soo.oo round-trip via. scheduled carrier~

For

the first time, Loyola proposed a deferred payment plan for
prospective students.

Altho~~h

approved by Loyola's Board

of Undergraduate Studies, the plan '-ras never implenented.
At the same time, some rooms in the residence halls
on Loyola University• s Lake Shore campus in Chicago

~rere

vacant with the price being o11ly ~~),400.00 for a full year's
tuition, room and board.

Natiom•ride, the trend in higher

education 't'ras that of a declil'le in enrollmeut in private
colleges and universities, a.tld particularly in the liberal
arts colleges.

A college degree no longer guaranteed

.employment; and a liberal arts graduate could earn less
lifetime remuneration than i.f he had foregone a college.
education and opted for vocational training.

It 1•ras not

surprising then that only 154 students t"Tere in full-time
attendance as campus residents in Home du.rillg the 1975-76
academic year. Of these, more than 100 "i'rere women. 1 3 Faculty have reported that a dichotomy seemed to
exist

bet~reen

the students of moderate fina11cial means and

13one explanation may be found in a study do11e by
Rev·. John Dillon •·rhile Director. He found that a majority
of 't'romen at the F~ome Center 1vere financed in a le.rge part
by their parents, 1:rhile the men he.d to use their savings
or tal{e out loans to finance their stay at the Rome Ce11ter.
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those

'Ni th

gree. ter resources •14

A middle class income 1>ras

no longer sufficient to provide fer the extra tours and
trips in which the students expected to participate.

One

thousand dollars per semester nas nol'r the recol11.mended
amotmt suggested to talre advantage of Europe and its
'
offerings •1 5 l.-Jhile during the first ten or t~relve years
of the Rome Center program almost all could travel, there
't'Tere many 11ot-T

w'ho

found themselves on a restricted budget.

Some of these students seldom ventured from the bounds or
Rome or even the school.

Unfortunately, because the day

students and the live-in students had not integrated that
t-re~l

in the past, and evening students l'lere no longer

entering the campus, Loyola's Haria Teresa campus drif'ted
tm·rard becoming an overseas ghetto.
The academic year 1975-76 offered courses from
sixteen departments, including courses ill business,
economics, and urban ethnic studies.

Actually, while the

university advertised that certain departments or programs
were represented, some were only represented in that the
department or program would

reco~1ize

so many credit hours

tot-rard· ·1 ts major by accepting certain courses as applicable
to't'rard degree requirements.

It was hoped that as many

students as possible l'Tould be attracted.
14 rnterview l'li th Dr. Gerald Gutek, Professor of
Foundations, Loyola University of Chicago, Chicago,
15 July 1977.
15Rome Center Ge11eral Expenses 1977-78 bulletin.
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Because of its precarious position, the lee.se \'Ti th
the owners of Villa Haria Teresa 1<ras renegotiated on
ad hoc basis one year at a time.

e.11

During the fall semester

of the 1975-76 academic year, it 'Has not

kl10't'Tll

for certain

whether the 1976-77 academic year would take place at all.
But <furing the l'linter months, Chicago's Rome Center Office
procured more applicants than in the previous year.

On

April 29, 1976 the \·Jall Street Journal printed the
follm'ling:
Study abroe.d becomes more popular among college
stude11ts.. University of California's Education Abroad
Program has had "a more uoticeable increase il'l applications" for next fall than any other past year.
Loyola University of Chicago's Rome Center of Liberal
Arts appears to have a 15% increase. in applicants while
Sl'reet Brie.:~; College's Ju.llior Year il1 France reports a
10,% gain .. l6
The facts were that 203 full-time and ten day
students were accepted for the 1976-77 academic year,

~1

increase of more than t't'l'enty percent ov·e:r the prior year.
\iith this nutJ.ber of students, Loyola's Rome Center could
operate

~rithout

losing money.

The faculty noi'T numbered

tl':renty-three and fourtee11 departments uere represented.
The 1976-77 academic year took place as did the

1977-78 academic year.

Uhile approximately one-half' of

the students w·ere abroad for only oue semester, there did

l~·Jall Street Journal, 29 April 1976, p.l.
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seem to be a return to :normalcy.

The yearbook once again

became an impressive hard-bound volume with color photographs.

The camara.derie among students and faculty v-ras

still present.

And "t·rhile the cost of tuition, room and

board at the Rome Center for one semester l'ras ~52.575.00,
and for the full academic year ~~4,075.00 during 1977-78,
there were still over 200 students enrolJ.ed.

I11 fact,

forty-four students who had initially stated they would
stay only one semester, remained the entire year.
Some observations of the class of 1976-771 7 made by
Dr. Edl'rin P. Henes, Associate Director of the Rome Center
and Director of the Rome Center Office in Chicago, 'i"lere
that during the academic year of 1976-77, JOO students
finished at least one semester at the Rome Center, seventynine from Loyola of Chicago.

Included in this number i'lere

128 students who stayed the full year, thirty of them from
Loyola.

They came from ninety-eight colleges and univer-

sities other than Loyola, including nine junior colleges.
11-ro were freshman,

t"t>TO

i'rere special students, :forty-nine

were sophomores, 215 "'rere ju11iors, and thirty-two were
seniors.

There l'rere ninety-eight men and 202 l'Tomen.

The average grade point average on acceptance for
278 students l'Tas 2.974; for the Loyola stude11ts accepted it

17rnter-office communication to Fr. Baumhart from
Dr. Ne11es dated 26 September 1977.
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·was 3.063.

The average grade point average :for one

semester's 't·ror1r at the Rome Center 1rras 3.099; for Loyola
students it was 3.25.

The average rise for all students

was 1.25; for Loyola stude11ts it t'las 1.87..

The e.verage

course load for one semester was fourteen hours, l<'lhich is
somewhat less than carried at i:nstitutiolls in the United
States and may help to explain the average rise in the
grade point average.
In all, 309 majors 1rrere reported, including double
majors, with the largest nu.:::n.bers in business (54:). psychology (37, fine arts (36) and political science (35).

Less

than half of all the majors reported were in the arts a1.1d
humanities, demonstrating perhaps that Loyola's Rome Center
of Liberal Arts appeals equally well to the non-liberal
arts student.

Dr. Henes suggested tha.t there be :rull-time

facul.ty appointments made in business and psychology a.t the
Rome Center so that even more students ill those areas will
be attracted.
The third location of the I.oyola. University of
Chicag~;>

" of Liberal Arts uas the Villa Maria
Rome Center

Teresa on Honte Nario, 't•rhere it ·vras located from 1972 to

1978.

Having served as a former hospital, accomoda.tions

t-rere bright and airy and the most conducive to1rrard learning
the three campuses used by the Rome Center.

In 1972, the

Rome Center acquired a .large liberal arts l.ibrary col-
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lection raising the total number of volumes to more than
60,000 • . This made Loyola's the second largest English
language library in Rome, second only to the Ve.tican
library.
r:Iany changes took place
Villa Haria Teresa.

~rhile

the Rome Center ws-.s at

The "trorld economy began to experience

inflation that caused expe11ses to escalate raptdly.

Eltroll-

ment, which had once been arotmd three hm1dred students,
rleclined to 11ear half that number 1-ri thin three years.

The

curriculutJ., which had bee:n designed to reflect the cu.ltural
and geographical location of Rome, had courses added to its
curriculum Y'Thich
11a t

~>rere

not as closely related to its inter-

i onal dimension.
The Villa Haria Teresa campus had seen three

directors, Father John Felice during the 1972-7.3 academic
year, Father John Dillon the follov-ring t1.-wo years, and
finally Father Thomas Hogan since the 1975-76 academic
year.

Because of slr-.Yrocketing expenses, Loyola University

negotiated the lease with the o1imers of Villa Haria Teresa
on a year-to-year basis.

In 1977, the Board of" Trustees

decided to search for a suitable alternative location which
,,;ould be smaller and require less operating costs.

Iu

January, 1978, it e.ppeared that such a place had. been
found, and that the Rome Center would move to its fourth
location in Rome.
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The follm·ring chapter '\<Till present a summary of the
preceding chapters as 1-rell as co:nclus:tons dra't'm by this
author.

r-t;

~rill

also discuss the future of the Loyola

Rome Center, and examine

~rhether

its purposes are still

valid and its goals still attainable, in light of the
recent evidence that it cannot be sustained as a center f'or
the liberal arts l·llthout some ca.jor reshaping or restructuring.

CHAPTEH VI
SUl':NA!fY
. . AND CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation has concentre.ted on the history
and development of one of the largest and best lmown overseas extension programs of its kind -- the Loyola University of Chicago Rome Center of Liberal Arts.

It '1/Tas born

as an outgrowth of summer programs that offered university
credit for educational tours of Europe.

A branch campus

of a Jesuit institution l'Ihose motto was "for the greater
glory of God, 11 Loyola University of Chicago kept close to
the ideal of education taking place in a commu.."li ty of
scholars.

I11deed, a sense of community which "t'ras lost in

many of the large American universities, ne-..rer left those
participating in Loyole.' s Rome Center of Liberal Arts.
This dream of

a;1

international community of scholars living

and studyi.ng together 111 Rome became a realization in 1962.
From 1962 to 1966, the Rome Center of Loyola
University of Chicago ~"Tas located at the Centro Istruzio:ne
Via;zgio T11ternationale Studente or

c.r.v.r.s.,

referred to by American and Italian alike.

as it l':as

Here Americ.9.n

students were housed t-rith students from all over the world
l'rho had come.to Rome to study at the invitation of the
Italian government.

During the first semester at this
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campus, there l'rere ninety-tv-ro students; during the final
year more than two hundred \'rere enrolled.

Stude11ts arrived

in Rome from the United States via scheduled carrier, l'Thich
~<Tas

first a ship and later a plane..

Upon arrival, students

were given a two week orientation program

~'l'hich

consisted

of tours of the campus, city, and surrou11ding cou11tryside,
as well as daily language instruction in coll'versational
Italian.

This language instruction .,;·ras continued the

entire time the student was in attendance at the Rome
Center or until such time as competency could be demonstrated by the student.
The "Loyola Center of Humanistic Studies at Rome,"
as it 1-1as first designated, opened l'Ti th six professors
teaching courses in history, Greek, Latin, classics,
English, Italian, philosophy, and education.

'lfJi thin

four

years, the Rome Center had a faeul ty of more than tl-renty
representing nearly sixty courses offered by ten departments; including fine arts, psychology, political science,
and theology.

Because of its popularity and the ItalHin

government's shortage of housing for its students, the
first Rome Center campus moved in 1966.

It moved to the

top of majestic Nonte Nario.
And so it 11as from the years 1966 to 1972 that
Loyola's Rome·center held classes at Villa Tre Colli, the
most beautiful of the Rome Center's campuses.

This lms the

campus that, while it did not house students :rrom all
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nations of the '"rorld, did co:nduc t evening: classes for
Italians studying English; it did accept an average of
t~'lenty-five

day students yearly l'Tho were mostly non-

American, English speaking sons and daughters of foreign
families residing in Rome.

In short, all that 't'ras possible

't'ras done to make up the loss of the Centro Istruz ione
Viaggio Tnternazionale Stude:nte by attracting Italians and
other foreigners l'Ji thin the confines of the Tre Colli
campus.

The Tre Colli campus made an attempt to offer the

best points of the "branch campus 11 ,,Program discussed in ·
Chapter I without having its drawbacks.

The students,

hm1ever, gained the reputation for being less serious 111
their studies e. nd more frivolous in their actio11s. Suggestions were made for improving the Rome Center regarding
curriculum, admissions, staffing, and publicity.
Before implementation of the suggestions for the
improvement of the Rome Center, financial consideratio11s
forced a revaluation of goals and purposes.

Because the

owners of Tre Colli wished to sell their property and
Loyola's Board of Trustees felt it unl1ise to invest in
property in the heat of the turbulence of the Italian political and econqmic scene, the Rome Center canpus was moved
to a neu location.

This 't'Tas to be the Villa r:Jaria Teresa,

less than one mile al'l'ay from Villa Tre Colli.
The third campus of Loyola University's Rome Center
was located at the Villa Haria Teresa on Nonte Hario from
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1972 to 1978.

It l'ras while at this campus that Loyola

experienced its greatest crisis.

Due to the 1-rorsening

economic condition both in the United States and abroad,
particularly in vi estern Europe and most acutely in Italy,
the enrollment at the Rome Center fell to half its normal
enrollment of 300 students.

Rising costs pushed the costs

of one semester at the Rome Center to nearly $4,000.00 for
tuition, room and board, a:nd travel expenses.

The founding

director of the program, Father Felice, resigned during the
ffrst year in which the Rome Center was located at Villa
:Haria Teresa.
Father Dillon

Tt1o new directors were then appointed -111

1973 and Father Hogan in 1975.

In order

to attract as many students as possible, business and
economics courses l·rere added to the curriculum.

In 1977,

Dr. Menes, Associate Director of the Rome Center, reported
that liberal arts majors were now in the minority at the
Rome Center.

The same year, the Board of Trustees and

Father Baumhart, the President of Loyola University,
decided that because of the smaller enrollment and high
costs- of maintaining such e. program

011

a campus such as the

Villa Na.ria Teresa, the Rome Center t·10uld once again move
to a

11e'il

location.

Apparently the
survived.

Ro:r:~.e

Center of Loyola University has

Survival 1 tself is a:n achievement l·rhen liberal

arts colleges at home and abroad are closing their doors.

It has survived, despite the tightening of its academic
standards since its inception.

In 1976, it l'Tas decided

that something must be clone to counter the "travel
syndrome, 11 the challenge that remained a chronic problem
for the Rome Center..

In order to keep students closer

to their books, three examination periods per semester
l'iere mandated by the Director, Father Hogan.

He belie"".res

this has, in fact, kept the students' minds more on study
tha11 in the past.
In 1959, l'Then Garraty and Adams

~n-ote

.From He.in

Stree·t to the Left Bank, they were concerned l'rith the
'

options available to the American student i11terested in
study abroad programs.

'fuey ·wrote:

ln'lile the best American undergraduates can profit
from u11assisted attendance at the European universities, it seems clear that the average-t-o-good student
needs some sort of support and guidance a11d even the
top-flight student can benefit frQ1I!.· the same. There ls
nothing inherently v-rrong -vri th setting up special
classes for Americans. t're feel, however, that little
can be gained from establishing branches of American
colleges 111 Europe where lower classmen, taught in
English by American instructors, absorb l-that is
pol.itely referred to ill the United States as a general
or "basicrr education. Superficially the branch idea is
very appealing. A general education is supposed to be
broadening; so is study in a foreign land. Host American sophomores certainly need to have their horizons
widened, and the pursuit of survey courses ill the
social sciences, history, and the huma.llitles l'Thile
living in a :foreign environment and coping l'Tith strange
people and strange cust,oms ought to be especiallyeffective.
Unfortm1a tely, the branch idea has not been adequately tested, but any branch has grave i11herent ~·rea!r-
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nesses to overcome. An American island in a foreig11
sea, it suffers the disadva11tages of insularity. Of
economic 11ecessi ty, course offerings must be feTJr in
number, since the cost of transporting American
professors and their families is high. For students
restricted to the English language, reading resources
are sure to be limited even if they have access to a
university library.l
It is important to note that TJrhen the authors wrote
the foregoing, the branch idea had not been adequately
tested.

Since that time, Loyola University of Chicago's

Rome Center has been in operation for fifteen continuous
years.

This should prove time enough to test the

campus 11 overseas program.

11

branch

Loyola, indeed, seems to have

been set up for the "average-to-good'1 student \-rho is fluent
only in English.

It is primarily a junior year program

with places for the above average sophomore.
In order to judge the merit of such an ambitious
program such as Loyola's, it is necessary to establish some
set of criteria.

Conclusions reached by Garraty and Adams

almost ti'Jenty years ago are, it 't'fould seem, still validtoday_, and are summed up by them in their .AppendiX:
.An institution that goes to the trouble and expense
of sending students to Europe ought to hold to the
highest academic standards in the requirements it sets
for admission, in the caliber of instruction it offers,

~.

1 Garraty and Adams, From Hain Street to the Left.
p. 191.
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and in the quality of l'tork it demands of participants. The institution should ·malre every effort to
see that the students it sends e. broad are prepared
academically and emotionally for 1-rhat lies ahead, and
it should then treat these students as oature and
responsible adults, helping them (by providing them
with housing, advice, a sensible program of study,
and so on) but leaving them free to develop their
relationships with Europe and its people unhampered
by petty administrative restrictions. Lil{e it or not,
. all Americans abroad are "ambassadors" and have, as
citizens, a responsibility to project as favorable
an image of their com1try as possible. • • 2
It can be argued that as Loyola's Rome Center became
more defined it has, in fact,
Garraty and Adams.

follo~·:red

the advice given by

There has been a continue.l effo.rt on

the part of the Rome Center administration and Chicago
administration to upgrade the quality of students, faculty,
course offerings, and integrative aspects of the school and
its community setting.
In commenting on the approximately fifteen overseas study programs visited by Garraty ru1d Adams, there
emerges a concensus of strong and
grams available.

~reak

points in the pro-

There are seven of each.J

Strong points

1.

Excellent orientation program.

2.

Experienced leadership.

J.

High academic standards.
2 Ibid., p. 204.

Jrbid., pp. 205-215.
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4.

Better tha.11 average housing arrangements.

'

5. Little interference with students' private lives.
6.

High level of foreign language competence required.

7.

Good integration l'ri th foreign educational system.

Heak Points

1.

No permanent European director.

2.

'
Low· academic standards.

3.

No language training required of students before
admission.

4.

I>iinimum or no integration k'J'i th European educati011al systems.

5.

Too much stress on the group and (at least rulofficially) on control of the students' private lives.

'6.

Unsatisfactory housing arra11gements.

v

7.

Segr~gation

munity.

of housing facilities from the com-

Let us no'tr-r examine Loyola's Rome Center
the preceding chapters.

111

light of'

He have thus far historically

treated the Rome Center from inception in 1962 to the
present.

He can say that in the fifteen years of its

existence, it has grown to fulfill the first five or the
seven strong points listed.

Its orientation program has

developed to become an integrated ongoing program that is
held both on and off campus.

Students are told they should

have $200 .. 00 to :)400.00 for educational tours arranged as
part of this orientation program.

38

'fhe Rome Center has experienced les.dership.

Father

Hogs.n has proven to be a capable administrator in the roles
of Director and Academic Dea1: and it appears he t-till remain
in these positions.

John Felice, the founder and Director

from 1962 to 1973, has remained in the program as Consultant to the Director and Dean of Students.

His long years

of contil1ued service provide a continuity in the admi:nistration.
Although in past years this has not al'\'iays bee11 the
case, the present academic standards at the Rome Center
meet or exceed those of Loyola University in Chicago.

The

cale11dar is adjusted toward academic study allovring time
forv"travel to complement one's studies.

There are three

examtnation periods per semester and e. library l'rith over
60,000 volumes.

The average studer1t accepted has· a nB"

average a11d achieves at least a 3. 0 on a 4. 0 scale lihile
in attendance at the Rome Center.
A comparison of Loyola's Rome Center with other
overseas programs of its kind shows that the Rome Center
has al"fiays offered_ better than average housing arrrulgements.

Students' quarters have closely resembled doroi-

tories in the United States. -rri th several students sharing
a :room and each having a study desk.
Loyola's Home Center is deficient in the level of
foreign language competency required before admission, the
amount of integration with foreign educational systems,
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and the practice of segregating its housing facilities
from the community of the host country.

However, these

deficiencies are by design rather than chance.

The Rome

Center program, as it is currently designed, is specifically set up to a.ccomodate students with limited
resources in time and language competency so that these
students can experience study abroad, consistent 1-·rith the
Rome Center philosophy that seeks to have maxilnum. impact
on as many students as possible.

As a. branch campus type

sot' overseas program, Loyola's Eome Center's housing

arrangements are purposely removed from the society at
large so that the students may develop their

o~n1

community

setting reinforcing their common goals.
The one deficiency that needs to be remedied, ad.mittedly by all, is to overcome the isolatiol1 of the Rome
Center from the larger Italian society.
which this mi.ght be achieved

~rou.ld

One method by

be t·o develop some inte-

grative plan with the Italian educational system.

Up t_o

this point, no efi'orts have been I:LB.de ill this direction.
Perhap~

'O"Vi th the acqu.isi tio!1 or the nel'rest campus, which is

quite modern a11d lacks the mystique of the Villa Haria
'N:resa or Villa Tre Colli, students will be forced to seek
greater integration •·rith the larger Italian commmli ty.
Uhat of the future of the Rome Center?

The future

of Loyola's Rome Center, in the words of the present
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Director, Father Hogan, "is tied to the future of higher
education in Al:ilerica • 11 4

J\..nd

the future of' higher education

in America is closely.tied to econooic developments at home
in the United States and abroad in the lvorld at large.
According to Steven Deutsch, "American students are
interested i11 and support international educational
exchange and the majority aspire to travel abroad; some
plan to attend foreign universities."5

But the percentage

that do actually study abroad has never reached more than
.05 of the total enrollments in the United States Colleges
and Universities, including those engaged in independent
6
study programs.
The interest in travel seems to be
strong, hou-rever, l'Ti th larger and younger groups of the
student population traveling abroad more than ever before.
Indeed, even among those who are engaged in study
abroad programs, evidence indicates, for many, academic
study does take a back seat to other objectives.

Dennisol:l

Nash 't'rrltes that:
• • • vlhlle paying lip service to the academic, a
student may be interested primarily in travel,
sociality, or self-realization in areas that have
1i:ttle to do vri th scholarly p·u.rsuits. Schoolwork

4 Intervie:~·r \11th Rev. Thomas Hogan, S • .J., Chicago,
J January 1977.
5neutsch, International Education and Exchanp;e 1970,
p. 179.
6sanders and Ha.rd , Br idp;e.s to Understanding , p. 7 5.
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may be for him or her at most a :fascade behind 't'Thich
one pursues what seem to be more important goals. Some
directors :fail to recognize this. Others may recognize
it, but try not to think too much about it. Still
others are fully a1-vare of their students' non-academic
inclination and respond by trying to browbeat or seduce
them into line. Not too many, perhaps, see that they
are dealing l'lith a basic problem of a modern educa.tion
derived from historical and transcultural circumstances which may be beyond their power to correct .. 7
"To travel," is still foremost in the minds of many
who enroll in study abroad programs.

Father Hogan, Loyola's

Rome Center Director, recognizes this as well. as the fact
that a full year's stay ill Rome is becoming prohibitive in
cost and the fact that fel'rer and fewer students are those
of the liberal arts.

A1-rare that the Rome Center has gotten

a1-vay from its original purpose to some degree, Father Hogan
defends the Rome Center in its present form by saying that
it is a total growth experience for all involved, no matter
what major field is chosen.

In his opinion, students

develop confidence and resourcefulness.· Uhile not happy
that the greater portion of Rome Center students are
enrolled for one semester only, he feels that it is better
to have one semester's exposure to Italy and Europe, rather
than none at all.

Of course, if the Rome Center refused to

accept students for one semester only, it might have to

7nemlison Nash, "Academic Accomplishment and the
Problem of Relevance in an Overseas Study Program.,n Nodern
Language Jgurnal 60 (November 1976) p. 347.
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close its doors to all students; the loss of revenue Ttrould
be too much to absorb.
The possibility exists that the Rome Center of
Liberal Arts of Chicago Tt'Till price itself out of existence
as the private university becomes increasingly out of reach
for the middle class American..

Or more likely in the

immediate future, the Rome Center will become a "semester
abroad" program with little com1ection betl'reen those who
study l'1ithin its halls and their academic majors.
Not everyone would agree with the modus operandi
of Loyola's Rome Center.

It is f'elt that :for a student to

really learn about a :foreign culture, he must be f'luent in
the host language, he must live and study trith the 11ative
people. and he must spend more than four months abroad. As
Harold Taylor states in The Horld as Teacher, ''the first
degree of intensity can only be reached by direct participa tii:m in the life of another culture. by residence in it
118 In short, the goal of broaf or a t 1 eas t a year • • •
dening students through "total immersion" ill another culture can not be achieved.properly at Loyola University of
Chicago's Rome Center.

It is felt by some that Loyola

Uni.versi ty of Chicago should

.~hannel

its students the l'Vay

the University of California channels its students to many

8Harold Taylor, The Horld .as Teacher (Gardell City,
New Jersey: Doubleday and Co., 1969), p .. 146.
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o-r the "half-way type of overseas programs of-fered.

At

the cost of almost a thousand dollars a month for the one
semester student, it can be argued that the money might
be spent more l'risely on several months of independent study
or travel.

As Garraty and Adams concede, there are many

11on-academ.ic rel'rards for anyone \'Tho spends substantial time
living or traveling in Europe.9
One of the severest critics of American overseas
programs is Arnold Anderson.

In an article entitled

"Challenges and Pitfalls in International Education"
appearing in The

u.s.

and International Education, he

l·Trites·:
To send thousands of immature undergraduates
abroad, knowing that f.e"..; take the opportunities
seriously, is to flaunt our affluence and to atrophy
the welcome of American scholars and advanced students.
It is part of the same process as inflating our enrollments in substandard post-secondary schooling. Such
programs (overseas) compared to the alter11ate use of
resources, fritter funds, bring little intimate intercultural experience, and add little-to our intellectual
capital.lO
lie might be highly critical of_ the type of program Loyola
conducts in Rome.

And yet Loyola University of Chicago not

only conducts the Rome Center of Liberal Arts, but also

9Garraty and Adams, From Na.in Street to tge Left
Bank, p. 192.
lOThe u.s. and International Educat on (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 19 9 , p. 71.

had been 1'lilling to lose money on its operation :ror several
years.

Hhy such a commitment?
One reason may be fom1d in N. E. James t , "Students

Abroa.d: Expectations Versus Reality," in

~rhich

he 11rites

that "over 90% of students intervieued responded favorably
toi·rards the value of their study abroad experience .ull
Dr. Thomas Petzel of the Psychology Department ru1d
Dr. Gerald Gutel• of the Department of Foundations, School

of Education, compiled a survey o:r the class of the 19711--75
Rome Center. 12

Administered in April of 1975 at the behest

o:r the Rome Center admillistration, the survey demonstrated
that cultural experiences and travel were the primary
reasons for attending the Rome Center and almost all
respondents were very satisfied with their experiences
after attending the Rome Center.

'nro-thirds of the respon-

dents said that the Rome Center more than fulfilled the
expectations they had before they arrived.

Not one of the

188 who responded from the 200 students in attendance could
say that they l·tould not recommend the Loyola Rome Center to
their friends.

One hundred and fifty-nine said they would
recommend the Rome Center. 1 .3
1
E. James, rrstudents Abroad: Expectations Versus
Reality, 11 Liberal Education 62 (December 1976), p. 606 ..

\r.

12Thomas Petzel and Gerald Gutek, "Survey" requested

by the Rome Center Administration and completed 28 April

1975.
13see appendix E.
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Realizing that, for almost all who participate in
any kind of overseas study program, the effects have been
positive; Loyola University of Chicago is dedicated.·to
preserving the option for those 1-rho 't'rould choose the
"branch campus" program.

Certainly, one of the best kno"im

of this type of program, the Loyola Rome Center represents
not only a tradition but also an attempt to synthesize the
bes.t possible elements to create a successful overseas
program.

Over~Thelmingly,

the faculty and students who have

attended the Rome Center have attested to the value gained
by the time spent abroad.

The Board of Trustees of Loyola

University believes that it is a "''rorthwhile endeavor to
provide the opportUllity for study abroad.

Acting in loco

P§\:rentis, providing for all the student's needs 'Nhile
abroad, the Loyola Rome Center appears ready to continue to
take up the challenge to offer its students the best that
the "branch campusn program can offer.
In the l'Io!'ds of Father Creighton,

11

it is a tremen-

dously important place in Loyola University.nllf..

It is an

overseas extension program that concentrates on the humanities, "and the humanities need stress in education.ul5
There is also potential for "spin-off" for other Loyola
14rntervieu ~·rith Rev. I-iatthew Creighton, S.J.,
3 January 1977.

Chicago,

15roid.

University endeavors, such as providing premedical students
the opportunity to earn six hours credit in the arts or
humal'lities during a six-week summer program.
Others have expressed similar interest.

Rev. Jerome

O'Leary, O.P., Director of the Institute of Pastoral
St-q.dies, also expressed interest in using the Rome Center
campus during the summer months •16 Ho-vrever, current
Italian labor regulations make it necessary to close dO't'ill
at least one month -dur111g the summer.
Father Felice, in 1971, suggested that a "Graduate
Center" be established and that the Rome Center be opened
to students from Italy and from developing natioris v-rho
might

to have the advantage of studying at an American
uuiversity l'lhile remainillg close to home. 17 Proposing
11

~rish

A Nodel for the Rome Center of the Seventies," he i'Trites:
The heart of the curriculum should most probably
remain the liberal arts subjects most relevant to the
Center's setting: art, language, literature, history,
philosophy, and theology. Area. studies, interdepartmelltal offerings, team-teaching, directed reading and
undergraduate seminars should be the standard vehicles.,
To the Italians and students from developing countries,
professional-technical offerings, Sl.lch as business

16Interviel'r with Rev. Jerome O'Leary, O.P., Director., Institute of Pastoral Studies, Loyola University of
Chicago, Chicago, 25 January 1975.
17Felice, 11 The Implications of the Foreign Studies
Apostolate for American Jesuit Higher Education in the
1970 t S r II P• 6J.J..
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administration, l'Tould be most welcome. A full-fledged,
liberal-profession program • • • might be developed.18
He then states "the key, perhaps, lies in the most important element • • • the student.u19

John Felice continues:

Experience sho~rs that programs are most successful
their students' common denominator is proper
motivation and serious 111tent rather than homogeneity
in social, economic, religious, educational or geographic background. Psychological integrity is of
paramount importance, since a foreiglt culture is by
no means the best·place to put one's psyche in order.
Furthermore, programs involving graduate students,
Italians interested in bus1:ness or languag.e as well
as citizens of developing countries and the childre11
of American residents abroad, will., it appropriate
programs are implemented, create either rich opportunities or diastrous distractiolts dependilig on the
maturity of the student.20

~rhen

Hhether the

11

Nodel Rome Center of the Seventies" proposed

by John Felice will ever .become a reality is open to discussion.

What we do btow is that Loyola University of

Chicago's Rome Center has no immediate plans :for ceasil'l..g
its operations.

Commenting on the future of the Rome

Center program, Dr. Nenes states:
.. The :future of the Rome Center is contingent on
many variables -- the 1'lorld economic situation;
Italy's political future, and the continued interest
18 Ibid., p. 63.
l9Ibid., p. 65.
20 Ibid.
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of American students in foreign study. If any one o:f
. these turns sour, the Rome Center 'ttrill not be a viable
operation. I am a.l1-rays optimistic, hm·rever. We survived the last economic doimturn. Italy's politics
have altrays been chaotic. And I think 1·re can attract
enough students to pay the bills. The educational
value of the Rome Center experience has never be2~ in
doubt. If l're close, l'Ie close for other reasons.
Dr. James I'Jiser, an Associate Professor of Political
Science at Loyola University of Chicago, who taught at the
Rome Center in 1975-76, guesses in the short-ruu that
"ecouomics will determine the future of the Rome Center
more than the political situatiou in Rome.u 22 The future,
however, ca1n1ot be cm1sidered with any degree of certainty.

~~Te

can be sure that a.s of 1978 Loyola University

of Chicago remains committed to the Rome Center program.
The ne1>rest site, the Rome Center's fourth location since
its inception in 1962, is a foroer retreat house of the
Dominican sisters of St. Catherine of Sie:m1a and is J.oca.ted on· Honte Nario, just as w·ere the preceding campus
sites.

This seven acre campus has a modern doriuitory eon-

structed in 196.3 capable of housing some 200 students com.fortably.

It 1·rill begin operation in the 1978-79 academic

year.

21Inter..riei'T 111 th Dr. Henes, Associate Director of
the Rome Center, Loyola University of Chicago, Chicago.
20 February 1978.
22 Intervien l'Tith Dr. Hiser, Associate Professor of
Political Science, Loyola University of Chicago, Chicago,
20 February 1978.
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As part of the world community involved in international education, it appears that Loyola University of
Chicago w·ill not abandon its commitment to its Rome Center
of Liberal Arts. 2 3 Loyola University, a private institution dedicated to public service, must continue to provide the average American college student with the total
educational experience of study abroad.

Hhile this pro-

gram may not be for everyone, it does what it sets out to
do.

Loyola's Rome Center program provides one or two

semesters of primarily liberal arts courses in a

forei~l

setting for Americans who otherwise might not venture
abroad as students, due to lack of language preparation,
lack of time in scheduling their four-year program, or lack
of.fllUU1cial resources.

Loyola's Rome Center program pro-

vides this overseas educational experience in a community
settu1g consistent with the goals of Jesuit education.

And

it produces students who are mature, internationally mu1ded,
and who have experienced personal gro-...rth because of their
experiences gained w-rhile studying abroe.d •
.In the

~~ords

of Father Baumhart, President· of Loyola

University of Chicago:
The Rome Center program is an outstanding educational success. No academic effort of this University

23rnterview l'lith Rev. Raymond Ba.umhart, S.J.,
Chicago, 23 February 1978.
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has as high a proportion of satisfied alumni as does
the Rome Center. The opportunity to experience a
:foreign culture, to travel and live abroad in a
familiar setting t·ri th other American collegians is very
attractive. Indeed, it is the only academic program
I •ve seen t-rhich made me wish I were an undergraduate
again.
The good 'L'Thich the program does for 200 students
each year is so evident and so appreciated thai; the
Trustees and I llill make every reaso11able eff'ort to see
it continue and to f'lourish. I la1o1>r that Loyola's
faculty and administrators feel the same ?ray.
It is a bonus that the Rome Center brings an international dimension to this urban; co:rnmuter-oriented
University. And it offers the occasion for f'aculty, as
1'rell as students, to study and do research in Italian
libraries and museums and to collaborate 1-rith European
scholars.
It is also a plus that the Center is situated iil
the center of Catholicism; our many Catholic students
can come to a deeper understanding of their Churc~1.
There_are several clouds on the horizon that must
be watched. The galloping illflation of' Italy has gradually priced the Rome Center program out of the reach
of many students. And the presence o'f a Communistdominated government in Italy would severely reduce the
attractiveness of the Rome Center's program for many
Americans.
But Loyola University has sustained the Rome Center
si:t1ce 1962 and continues to support this unique learning
experience unless it cannot offer a program l'IOrthy of
Loyola's academic standards or until it is no longer
fina11cially feasible.24 _
_
It is hoped that

th~s

dissertation has contributed

something to the understanding of Loycla University of
Chicago's Rome Center of Liberal Arts.

It is believed

that the Rome Center plays an important role in international education by offering an alternative typ.e of
"Jv.nior Year Abroad" program to American undergraduates

24statement of Raymond Baumhart,. S.J., President,
Loyola University of Chicago, 7 !•larch 1978.
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who l-iill be among the future leaders of business and
industry in the United States.

Perhaps some sma11 p&>......rt

of international education -- vrorld peace through understanding -- can be attributed to Loyola University of'
Chicago Rome Center of' Liberal Arts.
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PLAN OF COOPERNriVE PROGRAH BETHEEN LOYOLA UNIVERSITY,
CHICAGO, AND OT.dER COLLEGES AND UNTITERSITIES IN THE LOYOLA
RONE CENTER OF LIBERAL ARTS
I.

AD11INISTRATION

In January, 1962, Loyola University of Chicago opened a
center in Rome, Italy, to provide American stude11ts With
the opportw1ity of enjoyu1g the cultural advantages of a
semester or year in Rome l'Ti thout interrupting their regular
college programs.
The name of the Rome center is the Loyola U11iversity Rome
Center of Liberal Arts. The address is Villa Haria Theresa, Via Trionfale 8062; Rome, Italy. The Center is
controlled and operated exclusively by Loyola University,
Chicago. The Director of the Rome Center is a full-time
faculty member of Loyola University lTith academic rank.
He reports directly to the Vice-President and Business
I1a.nager of the University ill financ·ial matters, and to the
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences in academic matters. The Associate Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences at the Rome Center reports directly to the Dean
of Arts and Sciences, but together t<Tith the Director on
li!Eijor issues of academic policy. The entire operation is
under the President and Board of Trustees o:f Loyola University, Chicago. The final decision in regard to professors,
courses, admission of students, and all other matters connected 1t1ith the Rome Center is reserved to Loyola University, Chicago.
II.

CURl:iiCULUH

The courses taught in the Rome Center are selected from the
cov.rses listed 111 the official bulletins (catalogues} of
Loyola University. These courses follow the same syllabi
and carry the same credit value as the courses offered on
our Chicago campuses •
.

The Rome Center l"Vill continue to offer courses il1 the
humanities, fine arts, and social sciences. The course
offerings will be especially designed for majors in classical studies, history, political science, English liter-.
ature, Italian literature, fine arts, art history, anthropology, philosophy, and theology. The faculty at the Rome
Center guarantees that a group of courses in various disciplines will be offered each year in the following areas:
the Classical world of the Nediterranea.n, the Ital.ian Renaissance, and Italy and contemporary Europe. The Center
thereby hopes to relate to its location in Italy and
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the Central Nediterranean. The faculty also will design
courses "tArhich "tATill integrate the student's formal course
1-rork "'"ri th travel in Italy •
. Although the departments represented and the courses themselves remain more or less stable each year, a particular
course may not be offered or a particular department may
not be represented in any given semester.
Loyola University retains the right to cancel a course
scheduled for the Rome Center if an insu:fficient number
of students enroll in it.
III.

STTJ""DENTS

The students at the Rome Center are from the various colleges of Loyola University and from colleges and_universities other than Loyola. Students from other colleges
and universities applying for their junior year abroad are
admitted to Loyola U:m.iversity as transfer students ill the
same manner as students applying to one of the colleges of
the Chicago campuses. All students at the Rome Center must
be full-time students..r that is, must register for at least
t""relve hours of credit each semester~ No student may
spend more than two semesters at the Rome Center~ except in
extraordinary cases. Freshmen are not accepted for the
Rome Center; a limited number of sophomores may be accepted.
Seniors are normally not accepted for the Rome Center. If
seniors do apply for the Center, they do so l'Ti th the understanding that Loyola University undertakes to administer no
comprehensive examimitions, no Graduate Record Examinations, and no other requirements demanded by a particular
college for graduation.· In practical terms, a senior l"rho
applies for the Rome Center may be unable to graduate in
that year.
To enable cooperating schools to participate more fully ill
this program, Loyola University will accept a pre-determined number of qualified students f;rom a cooperating
school·, provided that the application for the following
September is submitted before 11arch 15 and subject to the
following conditions:
1.

The student must be in good standing ill his oTtm
college and submit a recommendation from his mm
dean of studies, dean of discipline and major
department chairman.

2.

The student must apply for the :full year. Although
the Rome Center doe.s accept students f.'or one
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semester, the :number of sueh vacancies is small
and places cannot be guaranteed for one-semester
applicants. Therefore, full ... year junior-year
applicants are given preference.

3. ·. No student nill be accepted for the Rome Center

whose scholastic average, both for the previous
semester and also cumulative average, is below
2.50 on a 4.0 system. Appropriate representation
for students who merit special consideration may
be made by the Dean of the applicant to the Director of Admissions for the Rome Center, l'Tho Will
refer the case to the Dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences of Loyola University.

4.

Because of restricted and approximately equal
accommodations for men and women at the Rome Center, Loyola Un1versity reserves the right to accept
no more v-romen than men from any one coeducational
cooperating school.

5.

An individual school is under no. obliga.tioll to fill
its quota each year. Any places not applied for
before ~mrch 15 will be at the disposition of
Loyola U11iversity for o-ther applicants. On the
other hand, appl.icants from a cooperating school in
excess of the school's quota l'Till be considered
after J:mrch 15 on the basis of space available.

6.

1~e

quota for a school may be revised from time to
time to correspond to the actual average number of
applicants received from the school.

If a cooperating school should consistently fail to
approach its quota., or if it should furnish such a
small number of students that it l'lould not be
making a significant contribution to the Rome Center, IJoyola University may withdra:~·T permission for
the school to co.operate formally in the program •
. _ This would take al'lay from the cooperating school
its guaranteed quota of students aud the right to
advertise the Rome Center as part of the sohoolts
foreign study program; it l'Tou1d not deny the possibility of admission to individual students from
such a school.

7..

rv .

FA CUVl'Y

The :faculty of the Rome Cen.ter is composed of the regular
faculty of Loyola University, Chicago, visiting professors
from other institutions, and of a small number of Ita.11a11
or other Europe.em professors. All the faculty are approved
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by the Committee on Faculty Appointments of Loyola University in the same rn.a.nner as faculty members teaching on our
9hicago campuses.
Haintenance of a school such as the Rome Center v-ri th its
high standards of scholastic excellence requires a trau1ed
and tale11ted faculty. The cooperating school may also find
it beneficial to provide a means of allol'Ting members of
their own faculty to profit by a stay u1 Europe a.11d 1'-Till. be
invited from time to time to suggest available faculty
members from various departments of their o't'm school for
appointment to the Rome Center. Such recommendations from
the administration of cooperating colleges \'Till be welcomed
for a term of either one semester or a full year. Financial
arrangements w111 be communicated upon request.
V.

PROHOTION

Cooperating schools may consider the Rome Center as a program of their res pee tive. schools, conducted in coopera.tion
1-rith Loyola University at its Rom:e Center. Cooperatil1g
schooJ.s may include am1oU11cements of the Rome Center Program in their oi'm catalogues and in other brochures. The
1-rording of the catalogue should include the follot-ring:
XYZ College, in cooperation with LQYola University, Chicago,
offers a year abroad at the Loyola University Rome Center
of Liberal Arts.
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AFFILIATED SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN A COOPERATIVE PROGRAH
HITH THE ROHE CENTER OF LOYOLA UNDJERSI'l'Y OF CHICAGO, 1977.
Bosto:n College
Bucknell Unbrersi ty
Canisius College
Creighton University
John Carroll University
LeHoyne College
Loyola Harymom1t University
Loyola University, Net-r Orleans
~~rquette

University

Quincy College
Regis College
Rockhurst College
St. Bonaventure University
St. rli"aryts College of California
St. Hichaelts College
Southern Benedictine College
' University of Dayto11
University of San Francisco
University of Santa Clara
\·Jheeling College
Xavier University
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LOYOLA UNIVERSITY ROHE CENTER OF HUHANISTIC STUDIES
SCHEDULE OF COURSES OFFEHED - SECOND SEHES'rER 1962-63
DEPARTNENT OF EDUCATION
COURSE TI'rLE

INSTRUCTOR

American Education
I11troducation to Educational
Psychology
History of Art I
History of Art II
Fundamental Comparative Education
PhiJ.osophy of Education

Hiss DonateJ,.J.i
Hiss Donatelli
Dr. Fink
Dr. Fink
l'ilis s Donatelli
I1iss Donatelli

DEPARTHENT OF ENGLISH
College English I
College English II
Hodern Drama

Nr. Stewart

"VIr. Steuart
Dr. Fink

DEPARTHENT OF HISTORY
Development of Europe Since 1500
United States Since 1865
The Renaissance: 1300-1500
Revolutionary Europe, 1815-1871
American Foreign Relations

Dr. O'Dwyer
Fr. Hentag

Fr. l-ien tag and Dr. Fink
Dr. O'lliryer
Dr. Guida

DEPARrrHE:NT OF HODERN LAI'!GUAGES
Elemeil.tary Italian I
Elementary Italian II
Intermediate Italian I
Intermediate Italian II

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Sebastiani
Sebastia.ni
Bartoli
Bartoli

OOf. .RTHE:i.'JT OF PHILOSOPHY
Logic
Philosophy of God
Principles of Ethics
Social Ethics

Hr. ~ieiss
Fr. Galea
Fr. Galea
Fr. Galea
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DEPAHTI1IENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
"~:!estern European Governments
Russia and Its Satellites
United Nations and International
Organizations
International Politics

Dr. Schwarzenberg
Dr. Schwarzenberg
Dr. Schv-rarl: e~1berg

Dr. Schwarzenberg

DEPARTI·IENT OF PSYCHOLOGY
General Psychology

Fr • I·ioran

DEPABTI>JENT OF THEOLOGY
Acts of the Apostles and
Pauline Epistles
Principles of Full Christian Living

Fr. Riches
Fr. Hartin
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COLLEGES Al.'ifD UNIVERSITIES REPRESENTED A'r THE LOYOLA
UNIVERSITY RO:r;IE CENTER OF LIBERAL ARTS FROH 1963-1977.
Acquinas College
Adelphi College
Adrian College
Albertus I~gnus College
Allegheny College
American College in Paris
American University
Ar.u1a ~~rie College
Arizona State University
Ball State University
Barat College
Barnard College
Barry College
Beaver College
Beloit College
Berry College
Bloomfield College
Bosto11 College
Boston University
Bradley University
Brenau College
Brigham Yom1g University
Brown University
Buchnell University
Butler University
California State College
at Long Beach
California State University
Canisius College
Cartmouth College
Case Western Reserve
Catham College
Catholic University
Cazenovia College
Central YMCA
Centre_College of Kentucky
Chamberlayne Junior College
Chestnut Hill College
Chicago Academy of Fine Arts
Chico State College
Christian Brothers College
Clarlr College
Clarke College
Coe College
Colgate University
Colby College
College of DuPage

College of the Holy Cross •
College of Lake County
College of ~~rin
College of MoUllt St. Vincent
College of New Rochelle
College of St. Benedict
College of St. Catherine
College of St. Rose
College of St. Therese
College of Santa Fe
College of \ililliam and I·Tary
Colorado College
Colorado State University
Columbia University
Cornell University
Creighton University
Delmar J"unior College
Dennison University
DePaul University
Dominican College
Drake University
Drew University
Duke University
Duquesne University
Earlham College
Easten1 Illinois University
Eastern Ivlichigan University
Eastern New Nexico University
Edgecliff College
Edgewood College·
Elgi11 Community College
El~~urst College
Emmanuel College
Emory University
Eureka College
Faculty of Architecture
Fairleign Dickinson University
Fairfield Un1verslty
Felician College
Fleming College
Florida State University
Fordham University
Fr. Lewis College
Franklin and FJ.arshall College
Gannon College
Georgetown University
George Hashington University
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Gettysburg College
Gonzaga University
Goodman School of Drama
Governor's State University
Grinnell College
Grossmont College
Gustavus Aldophus College
Hanover College
Hartwick College
Highland Community College
Hobart College
Hollins College
Holy Cross College
Holyoke Community College
Hood College
Hunter College
Illinois Benedictine
University
Illinois State University
Illinois 11/ esleyan U:n i vers i ty
Immaculata College
Indiana University
Ithaca College
John Carroll University
John aopkins University
Kansas University
Kendall College
Kent State University
Kenyon College
Knox College
Lalre Forest College
Lakeland Corumm1i ty College
Lassell Jm1ior College
LeHoyne College
Lincoln11ood Comm1llli ty College
Lone Hom1tain College
Loop Jm1ior College
Loretto Heights College
Los ili1geles Valley College
Loyola Harymom1t University
Loyola University of Chicago
Loyola University of Los Angeles
Loyola University of Ne'k-r Orleans
Louisiana State University
HacAlester College
Naci'Iurray College
Hanhattenville
Harquette University
Harygrove College
Harymom1t College (Florida)
Harymom1t College (Virginia)
Haryville College

l'flary Uashington University
I•.i.aryt·rood College
NcGill University
l'Iercy College of Detroit
Nerrimack College
Niami-Dade Community
College
filiami University
IUchigan State University
I11iddlebury College
Millersville State College
filonmouth State College
Honroe Community College
Honticello (;ollege
Ivloraine Valley Community
College
Horton College
rviount St. Hary 1 s College
Jil't.mdele in College
Nuskingu.m College
Ne't·Tton College of the
Sacred Heart
North Central College
Northeastern Illinois
University
Northern Illinois University
North Park College
North Texas State University
Northwestern Nichigan
Junior College
North't·Testern University
Oakland University
Oberlin College
Ohio University
Ohio Hesleyan University
Oltlahoma State University
Ono11daga Commm1i ty College
Pahlavi University
Palm Beach Jm11or College
Pine I-Ianor Ju...'1ior College
Pitzer College
Pratt Institute
Prescott College
Prince Georgets College
Providence College
Purdue University
Queens College
QuilWY College
•
Radford College
Regis College
Ripon College
Rockford College
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SUNY at Cortle.nd
Rockhurst College
Swarthmore
College
Rollins College
SNeetbriar
College
Roosevelt University
Syracuse University
Rosary College
Temple
University
Rosary Hills College
Theil
College
Rosemont College
Thomas Hore College
Sacramento State College
Trinity
College
St. Ambrose College
Tulane University
St. Bonaventure University
Union College
St. Ed~rJ"ard' s College
University of Akron
St. Gregory's College
University of Alabama
St. John Fisher College
University of Arizona
St. John University
University of California
St. Joseph College
Berkeley
St. Lawrence University
University of California
St. Leo College
Irvine-Davis
St. Louis University
University of California
St. Nary's College
Riverside
of California
University of California
St., Nary's College
Sante. Barbara
of Notre Dame
University of California
St. Nary's Dominican
Santa Cruz
st. Nary' s - Noraga
St. IJI.ary 1 s - ~·[ inona
University of Colorado
Boulder
St. Michael College
St .. Norbert College
University of Connecticut.
University of Dayton
St. Olaf College
University of Deleware
St. Patrick's College
St. Petersburg JuBior College . University of Denver
St. Thomas College
University of Detroit
Sa11 Diego State
University of Illinois
Champaign
Santa l<Ionica City College
School of the Art Institute
University of Illinois
of Chicago
Chicago Circle
U:niversi ty of Io~'la
Scripps College
Seattle University
University of Xansas
Seton Hall University
University of Kentucky
Sienna College
University of Haryland
Skidmore College
University of Nassachusetts
Springfield College
University of Niami
Spring Hill College
University of 1Uchigan
Solano Community College
University of Ninnesota
Southern Hethodist University University of Hissouri
Southern Connecticut State
University of Hontana
University
University of Nebraska
Southern Illinois University
University of Ne1·1 Hampshire
SouthNest Junior College
University of New York
State University of Iowa
University of Northern
Stephens College
Colorado
Stonehill College
University of Notre Dame
SUNY at Bringha.mton
University of Oklahoma
University of Pittsburg
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University of Portland
University of Puerto Rico
University of Puget Sound
University of Richmond
University of Rochester
University of San Diego
University of San Francisco
University of Santa Clara
University of Scranton
University of South Alabama
University of Southern California
University of Tennesse
University of Texas
University of Toledo
University of Vermont
University of Virginia
University of Utah
University of Hashington
University of ~.Jisconsin - Uadison
Ursaline College
Valparaiso University
Vanderbilt University
Vassar College
Villanova University
Virginia Commonwealth University
\IJashington and Lee University
Washington State University
\-Jayne State University
\febster College
Wells College
Westchester Commm1ity College
Western Illinois University
Western I'lichigan University
Western State College
\'!estern \fashington State College
vJheaton College
Wheeling College
V.Theelock College
Whitman College
Hhiti'Torth College
William Smith College
lf.filson College
Wisconsin State University
Xavier University
Yale University
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ROBE CENTER FACUnrY, 1962-1977
Addis, Dr. Flaminia - Italian Language
Alexander, Hr. Charles - History
Ayd, Dr. Frank J. - Psychology
Barry, Dr. James D. -

1970 (Spring)
1964-1966

El~lish

1969 (Spring)

Bartoli, Dr. Cecelia - Italian Langus.ge
Bates, Hiss Elizabeth -

Black, Dr. Anthony - History

1962-1964

1972-1973

Psycholo~y

Bianchini, Dr. A• ..;. English

1965-present

1967-1968
1974-1975

Boffa-Lolli, Hrs. Ju.dy - Political Science
Bomr:1ari to, Er. Bernard

- Pl'lilosophy

- II is tory

1961.:.-1965

• Brovill, Dr. Lee - History

1965-1966

Broun, Dr. Dan

1964-1965 & Fall 1965

Buclrley, Hrs. Elizabeth HcCarthy - History
Assistant to Academic Dean 1966-1968
Buckley, Hr. Louis F. -Economics
Byrd, Dr. Thomas - English

1965-1966

1975-1977

1975-1976

Caliguiri, Rev. ill1gelo - Philosophy
Camiz, Hrs. Fre.nca - History

1974 {Fall)

1965-1966

1969-1975

Ca:navan, s .J., Rev. John - Classical Studies
Capitini, Dr. Bruna - Italian Language
Casey, Dr. Patrick J. -English
Academic Dean 1965-1970

1972-1973

1971-197Lr

1963-1976 (Absent 1964-1965) ·

Catania, Dr. Francis - Philosophy
Christie, Hiss Roberta - Psychology

1973-1974
1964-1965

Clairmont, Hr. Richard - Classical Studies Assistant
1975-1976
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Cla.yes, Dr. Stanley -English

1969-1970

Consentino, Dr. f.Iargherita. - Italian Language
Conway, Er. Tho:rns.s - History

1966-1975

1964-1965

Coonan, Rev. 'rhornas - History

1964-1965

Costelloe, S.J., Rev. H. -Classical Studies

1963-1964-

Coury, Hiss Elaine - Classical Studies Assistant
Craig, Hrs. Peggy - Art History

1972-1974

Crocker, S.J., Rev. Jolu1- Psychology

1973-1974

Curran, S .J., Rev. Charles - Psychology
Debarbieri, Hr. Dan - Theology

1972-1973.

1963-1961~ &

1965-1966

1967-1968

Del Tu.rco, Dr. Fiametta Stegagnini - Italian Language
1966-1971
Devoucottx:, Hr. Jean - French Language
Dhavamoni,

Rev~

1966-1971

I'ia.riasusai - Theology

Dillon, Rev. Robert - Theology

1971 (Spring)

1961-J.-1965

Dodd, Nr. Lloyd - Classical Studies

1974-1975

Donatelli, Dr. Rosemary - Education Foundations Spring 1962
1962-1963 & 1968-1969
Dorer, Iliss Ingrid - History

1975-1976

Driscoll, S.J., Rev. John- English

1971 (Fall)

Dumont, Dr. Richard - Philosophy

1966-1967

Emmanuel, Hr. Herzel - Sculpture

1971-1974

Feist, Haestro Robert - Eusic Appreciation
(with occasional semesters off)

1966-1976

Festle, S.J., Rev. John- Classical Studies
Dr. IUche.el - Art History, Education
1962-present

Fi~lk,

Flanaga::.1, Rev. Neal - Theology

1966-1967

1969-1970
&

English
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F'reega.rd, Dr. Hilliam - History
Gallagher, Dr. L. - English

1971 (Fall)

1964-1965

Gerdes, Sister Florence - Classical Studies
Grace, Rev. James - Philosophy
Gross, Dr. Hanns -History

1968-1969

1966-1967

1973-1974

Gray, Dr. \falter D. - History Fall 1965
Academic Dean 1972-1974
Guida, Dr • .Anthony - History

&

1970-1971

1963-1966

Gutek, Dr. Gerald Lee - Education Foundations
He.gen, S.J., Rev. Hilliam- Theology
Halecl~i,

Dr. Oscar - History

Hartigan, Dr. Richard

s. -

1966-1967

1962-1963

Political Science

Hecht, s HT., Rev. Torrens - Philosophy
Heibel, Dr. Hilliarn - English

1970 (Spring)

Huber, S .J., Rev. Carlo - Philosophy

Jankm·rski, Dr. Hanfred - History

1972-1973

197LJ.-present

Jaccarini, S.J., Rev. Hario- Theology

1965-1966

1972-1973

Jarrett, Dr. C. A. L. - English Fall 1967
& Spring 1974·

&

Fall ~. 969

1966-1968

Karavites, Dr. Peter - History
Ka.se, Dr. Eduard -History

1968-1970

1965-1966

Horrigan, S.J., Rev. Vincent- Theology

Johnson, Dr. Carol - English

1968-1969

1972 (Spring)

Kinsella, Hr. Christopher - History Assistant
Laube, Dr. Valerie - Italian Language
Lee,

1974-1975

1970-1971

1965-1966

c. s. B. Rev. O't'ren E. - Classical Studies 1974-1975

Leitz, Dr. Paul- History

1969-1970
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Liddy, Hev. Richard - Philosophy

1966-1967

Liedle, Hrs. Elizabeth - Psychology
Lle.mzon, Dr. Benjamin - Philosophy

1965-1967
1966-1967

Long, S.J., Rev. John F. -Theology

1963-present

Lynch, S.J., Rev. Uilliam- Classical Studies & English
1962-1963
~~cKenzie,
r'~guire,

S.J., Rev. R. A. F. -Theology

1971-1974

c.s.c., Rev. Robert -English 1971-1972

Hanio:n, S.J., Rev. Frederick- English

1965-1966

Barkus, Dr. Vasyl - Political Sclence
1976-1977

1965-1966, 1971-1973

I1artino, Dr • .Antonio - Political Science
l'Iasi, Dr. Nichael - English

1971-1975

1974-1975

I1cBrle:n, Rev. Robert - Theology

196lJ.-1965

I>1cCauley, S .J·., Rev. Leo - Classical Studies
NcElroy, Dr. Bernard -English

1966-1967

1972-1973

I1cKen.zie, S.J., Rev. John- Cl?J.ssical Studies
Jllcfifahon, Rev. John - History

1967-1968

r.iellican, Hr. Eugene - Philosophy

1969-1970

Nencucclni, Dr. Haria - Italian Language
Edi~J"in P. - Classical Studies
1973-197L~ Associate Director Chicago

I1enes, Dr.

IVIenez, Dr. Joseph - Political Science
N~ntag,

S.J., Rev. John- History

1972-present
1967-1968
Office 1975-present

1964-1965

1962-1963

I1oran, O.P., Rev. Evarsito- Psychology
I1oretti, Dr. Sylvanna - Italian Language
~1urphy,

1962 ·:spring)

1963 (Fall)
1969-prese:nt

C.SS.R., Rev. Prancis X. -Theology

1966-1967

Hurphy, S.J., Rev. John- Classical Studies

1975-1976
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Nyers, l-lr. itlarren - History

1970-1971

Nabholtz, Dr. John - English 1975 (Sprilig)
Nicholson, Dr. John - Philosophy

1968-1974

0'Cuillanain, Dr. Cormac - Education Foundations
Oden, Nrs. Haria - English

1965-1967

1970-1971

O'Donnell, Dr. Charles - Political Science

1974-1975

0'Do:tmell, c.s.P., Rev. Robert - Philosophy
1964-1965

&

0'lliryer, Dr. Nargaret - History

History

1963-1964

O'Farrell, S.J., Rev. Frank- Philosophy

1962-1963

Palesa, Dr. Gloriana - Italian Language

196J-present

Perrault, Dr.

c. -

Italian Language

Petro, IIr. Joseph - Fine Arts

1964-1965

1971-present

Petzel, Dr. Thonw.s - Psychology
Poduska, Dr. Donald - Classics

1974-1975
1970-1971

Po'\'Ters, c.s.v., Rev. Francis- Political Science
197J-197L~

Reagan, Hr. Christopher - Classical Studies
Riches, Rev. Pierre - rrheology
Rock\'lell, Hr. Peter - Sculpture

1965-1966

1962-present

(2 years leave)

1974-present

Ronan, S .J., Rev. Charles - History
1976-1977
Schaldenbrand, Dr. Hary - Philosophy

Fall

&

Spring 1967

1974-1975

Schall, S.J., Rev. James- Political Science
Schi'rarzenberg, Dr. Francis - Political Science
1966-1967
Scichilone, Dr. Giovanni - Anthropology
Shaclr, Dr. John - Psychology

1966-1967

1975-1976

1966-1967
1962-1.963

1971-present
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1970-1971

Sheehan, Dr. rrhomas - Philosophy
Shih, Rev. Joseph - Theology

& 197.5~1976

1971 (Fall)
1969 (Fall)

Simon, Hr. Steven - History

Silvestro, Dr. Betty - History 1972 (Spring)

1962-1963

Siwez, S.J., Rev. Paul- Psychology
Skelba, Rev. Roberto - Theology

1964-1965

Small, S.J., Hev. Joseph- Political Science

1964-196.5

Stratman, S.J., Hev. Carl -English

1966-1971

Stringer, I1r. Gervaise - Ha.thematics
Surtz, s .J., Rev. Ed't'rard - English
Szemler, Dr. George - History

Fall

Spring 1968

1966-1967

Thomas, Hiss Kathryn - Classical Studies
Thompson, Dr. Kenneth - Philosophy

1971-1972

1966-1967
1966-1967

Tracy, S.J., Rev. David- Philosophy
Andre~·r

&

Spring 1962 & 1968-1969

Theisen, Dr. Sylvester - Psychology

Varga, S .J., Rev.

1967-1968

1966-1971

- Philosophy

Vecchione, Hiss Paula - Classical Studies Assistant

1974-1975

.

1970-1971

Venning, Dr. Corey - Political Science
Vogle, S .J., Rev. Hurel - Philosophy

1971-1973

Halker, S.J., Rev. Francis -History

Fall 1967 & 1972-1974

Halsh, lVir. Hilliam - History

1966-1967

Heis, Hr. Jerry - Philosophy

1963-1964

Uiser, Dr. James - Political Science
Holff, Dr. James -English

197.5-1976

1966-1967

1tJren, Dr. Thomas - Philosophy

1968-1969

Zelasny, Hr. Raymond - Classical Studies Assistant 197.3-1974
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RONE CENTER ADHINISTRATION, 1962-1977
Albanese, Nr. Hichael - Acting Academic Dean
Secretarial Assistance 1970-1971

1971-1972

Bastian, Dr. Ralph - Director of Admissions and Public
Relations Rome Center Office 1963~1964
Borghesaleo, Dr. Luigi - Director of Admissions and
Public Relations for English La:1:1.guage Program and
Business Seminars for Italians 1966-1974
Braun, S.J., Rev. Richard- Chaplain

1963-1964

Broi'Tll, s .J., Rev. James - Chaplain . 1967 (Spring)
Conlon, Hr. Thooos - Business Ha.nager

1966-1967

Conti, Hr. Dario - Director of Nainte11ance and Pt..trchasing
1966-present
Cook, S.J., Rev. I<i:ichael - Chaplain
Creighton,

S

1969-1971

.J., Rev. Natthe't'r E. - Academic Dean

Curran, S.J., Rev. Joseph- Chaplain

1971~-1976

1968 (Fall)

Dillon, S.J., Rev. John T. - Director Rome Center
Chaplain 1972-1973

1973-1975

Dolan, Hr. Edmund - Dean of lien 1964-1965
Felice, Hr. John - Founder and Director Rome Center
1962-1973, Consultant to Director 1973-1975, Dean of
Students and Consultant 1975-present
Ftmdaro, H:r. Antonio - Business Hanager
Hayes, S.J., Hev. Donald- Chaplain

1967-present

1970-1971

Hogan, S.J .. , Rev. Thomas L. -Director Rome Center 1975present, History Fall & Spring 1966
Hogan, S.J., Rev. UilliamH.1974-1975

Dea11

of Students and History

Lamping, Dr. Dennis - Dean of !<len and History
1\'I.arsico, l'Ir. Franlr - Dean of Hen

1967-1968

1966-1967 .
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NcHale, l·1r. John P. - Dean of Students

1965-1966 and

1968-1974
Stich, S.J., Rev. Helmut- Chaplain 1972-1975
S~reeters,

S .J., Rev. James - Chaplain

1966-1968

Tillma.n, S.J., Rev. Stanley- Academic Dean
Ha.lsh,

s .J.,

Rev. 'rhomas - Chaplain

1964-1966

1964-1966

Yol<:ie, Nrs. Valerie Berghoff - Dean of Homen

1963-1968
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SURVEY BEQUES'rED BY 'rHE ROUE
DATED 28 APRIL

1.

Age:

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

19 or younger

a.
b.

Hale
Female

Sex:

3.

Year in school

a.-

b.
c.
d.
e.

4.

Hm·r

b.
c.
d.

.5.§.
130

d.

Total·N = 188

Freshman
l.
Sophomore
1.Q.
Junior
Senior
Special student
2

~

N.A. = 1

.21

semester
2 semesters
J..l.r semesters
longer
1

~
~

was your approximate overall GPA (on a 4.0 scale)
before coming to the Rome Center?

2.00-2.50
2.50-2.75
2.75-3~00

3.00-3.25
3.25-4.00

-6

~
33

N.A.

Ti-8

=1

"trras your Rome Center stay f i11anc ed?
mate percentage.

Hm'r

None
a.
b.
c.

l-

\'Jhe:c

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

6.

80

N.A. = 110 ans"t'rer or
more tha11 one
answered

long have you bee11 at the Rome Center?
a.

5·

~-

20
21
22
23 or older

2.

CENTEH. ADHINISTRAT ION
1975.

Parents-Relatives .12
Oi'Tn earnings
52
Scholarship Aid
J,.2Z
Loans
121

1-25%

i
H

Check approxi-

26-50% .51-75~

.l.5.
.JZ.

.ll
Z..i

12.
.2
.5.
ll.

76-lOO%

61

Il±0
.5.
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7.

accurate 't'Tas the in:f'ormation that you received about
the Rome Center from University sources in relationship to I'That you have experienced.
·

Ho~tr

a.
b.
c.
d.

8.

Very effective
Somel'rhat effective
Sorn.e't'·rhat ineffective
Completely ineffective

64

~

~

N.A.

=7

University recruiter
Former students other than friends
Former students ~-rho are friends
:Advertisements

N.A.

= 19

Very adequate
So:meuhat adequate
Somewhat inadequate
Very inadequate

N.A. = 57

VJas the orientation program to the Rome Ce11ter conducted
in Rome:
a.
b.
c.
d.,

12.

=2

He.s the orientation program to the Rome Center conducted
in the·United. States:
a.
b.
c.
d •.

11.

N.A.

\l!he.t "t'lfas your primary source of information about the
Rome Center?
a.
b.
c.
d.

10..

64

15'0
12.
1

Estimate the effectiveness of the Rome Center Office ill
Chicago in encouraging you to come to the "Rome Center.
a.
b.
c.
d.

9.

Very accurate
Somewhat accurate
Some"t'rhat inaccurate
Very inaccurate

Very adequate
Some~o·rhat e.dequate
Somm·rhat ine.dequate
Inadequate

N.A. = 8

Rate the importance o:f' each of the follo't'Tillg reasons
:f'or your coming to the Rome Center:
Not at all A little Some1trhat Very Huch N.A.

a.
b.
c.

Travel
Academic program
To escape problems
at home

2

1~
~

2
!EQ

12.

l.

~

-2 -
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Not at all A little Somewhat Very much N.A.
d;

e.

f.
g.

h.

13.

1'o meet new people
.5.
To test yourself
lo
Adventure
~
Cultural experiences l.
Family background
~

1

l.

Ho-vr satisfied e.re you l'Tith having fulfilled these reasons?
Not at all A little Some'l'rhat Very much N .A.

a.
·.b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

14.

1'ravel
Academic program
To escape proble~s
at home
To meet new people
To test yourself
Adventure
Cultural experience
Family background

b.

c.
d.
e.

b.
c.
d.

6

m
.5l.

Huch less than expected
Sonewhat less tha11 expected
As expected
Some't'rhat more than expected
Huch more than eJ:::pec ted

10

24
28

'li-8

:u

N.A.

=5

Very much
Some';'rhat
Poorly
Not at all

1

§}
.2l.
.3.£

N.A. = 1

Is the location of the Center in Italy essential to the
progre.o as it nm·r exists? .
a.
b.

17.

130
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Is the Rome program integrated in Italian culture?
a ..

16.

l.
J.
l.Z

rro what degree has the Rome Center experience fulfilled
the expectations you had before you arrived?
e.•

. 15.

~
12.

Yes
No

1~5
~

N.A. = 1

much have you learned about the Italian political
and social situation?

Hol·T

e..
b.
c.
d.

Very much
A little
Very little
Nothing

N.A. = 4

1

1
.2

1J7
18.

Your ans111er to the above question is I!lOStly a result
of:

a.
b.

19.

a.
b.
c.
d.

~

~

Longer

N.A.

~

.5.

1

~
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:[2

ill

1

1

1

1 semester
2 semesters
Longer

66

l'(jl}

N.A. =

5

ll

Hha t is the optimal length of time needed to take
advantage of the .travel opportutlities of the Rome
Center?
a..b.
c.

22.

Academic
Travel
Cultural
Social

2 semesters

"t-Jhat is the optimal length of time needed to take
advantage of the academic offerillgs of' the Rome
Center?
a.
b.
c.

21.

5.1

\'.That length of time do you think is needed for the
follo11Iing opportunities of the Rome Center to outl'leigh
the disadvantages (example - expenses and adjustments)
I semester

20.

110

Your 01111 personal efforts or lack of efforts
The offerings or lack of offerings of the
University

1 semester
2 semesters
Longer

24

~

N.A.

=6

~lha t is the opt ima.l length of t ilne needed to take
advantage of the cultural opportunities of the Rome
Center?

a.
b.
c.

1 semester
2 semesters
Longer

28

}02

N.A. =

J

.55.

2J. \·Jhat is the optimal length of time needed for inter:Rersonal development at the Rome Center?
a.
b.
c.

1 semester
2 semesters
Longer

N.A.

=4

138
24.

Hol'r does the quality of instruction at the Rome Center compare trith that at your previouE? school?
a.
b.
c.

Better
Horse
The same

N.A. = 7

25. \fhat has been your

~valuable

Rome Center?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

26.

Academic improvement
Travel experience
Interpersonal gro""rth
Cultural growth
Personal growth

experience at the

2
47.'}

1i:
n

N.A. = 18

2l.

vJhat has been your least valuable (relatively) experience at the Rome Center?
a. Academic improvement
b.· Travel experience
c. Interpersonal gro1·rth
d. Cultural grov·rth
e. Personal gro\'Jth

105
l.Q.

gs.

.ll
.1

27. Regarding personal growth, has the Rome Center experience been:

a.
b.
c.
· 28.

Broadened
Narrowed
Same

N.A. = 2

-

Since coming to the Rome Center have you changed your
academic major or altered your career plans?
a.
b.
c•

30.

N.A. = 3

Hov-r has the Rome experience affected your academic
interests or values'?
a.
b.
c.

29.

Positive
Negative
No difference

Yes
No
Undecided

~

107

£2.

Hm·r has the Rol:).e Center experience affected your

academic or study skills?

a.
b.

c.

Improved them
Heakened them
!Iade no difference

~

04
§J.
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31.

Since coming to the Rome Center, have you developed
intellectue.l interests?

11e~r

e. •
b.
c.

32.

Dormitory
Apartment
Living "t'ri th an Italian Family

86

.ag

N.A. = 3

Hoi'r many school sponsored tours -- outs ide of Rome
have you joined?
a..
b.
c.
d.

34.

N.A. = 1

\fhich of the follovTil'lg vrould be your first choice as
a place of residence?
a.
b.
c.

33.

Hore so
Less so
Same

0

1
2

3 or more

Did you find school sponsored tours outside of Rome
to be?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Very satisfactory
Somel'rhat satisfactory
Generally unsatisfe.ctory
Completely unsatisfactory

N.A. = 69

35. Rate the degree of difficulties that ,you have had t·rith
the follmiing durit'lg your

s~ay

111 Rome:

Som.etTha t Very
None IUnor Serious Serious N.A.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.,

36.

Academic
1§.
Personal-emotional
Interpersonal
(social)
Sexual
~
Physical (health} l.Q!l:
Religious

£

m

80

:§1
~

*
:12:

~
-.ll
12.

H

~

!f

l.

i5

l.

For the follov-ring problem areas, how much help did you
receive or did you feel was available from any source?

140

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.·
f.

Academic
Pers onal-enot ioi1al
It1terperso11al (social)
Sexual
Physical (health)
Religious

Unsatis- Sat isNo11e f_a.ctory factory ~16
18
9.

I2
J.g,

-~

.15.

n
ll
l.2

N

~

134
.§.1
.iQ
130

2
2
9.
2
.2.

37. 1<Ihat was your major source of assistance in coping
Hith non-financial problems at the Rome Center?
a.
b.

c.

d.

38.

Handled them personally
Sought help from friends
Sought help from faculty/administration
Sought help from parents or relatives
N.A. =

Hm·r helpful ·Here the follol'ring Utliversity offices in
assisting you to cope with problems related to your
stay at the Rome Center:
Not at·
Some- fery Not
all
A
Little
W'i1.'at
·luch Relevant
_......,,::;;..oo..-...;;;..;;;.;;...;;.

a.
b.
c.
d.

e•
f.
g.

Director's Office
Academic Dean
Dean of Students.
Chaplain
Nurse/Doctor
l'iai:ntenance
Business Office

J1±.

.?.1

28
1}1

ft
12

iji:

~

·ZQ

l2

ll
28

B

ll

*
.....l
.iQ.

n
.5.Q.
J.1

~

.a

~

52.
82

~
H 1i

39. Hm·r often did you telephone parents or relat ·. ves ill

40.

the

u.s.

a.
b.
c.
d.

None
1-2 times
3-5 times
Hore than 5 times

since arriving?

~
~

26

N.A. = 4

Ho1•r many Italian acquaintances or friends have you
IJade since coming to the Rome Center, other than
employees of the Center?
a..
b.
c.
d.
e.

None
One
Tl-ro
Three
Four or more

26

iQ
22

21

22
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41.

Estimate your proficiency in using the Italian
language:
a.
b.
c.
d.

42.

N .A. = L~

Regarding your adjustment to Rome,.your proficiency
in Ita~ian has been:
a.
b.-

c•
d.

43.

Very good
Good
Poor
Very poor

Very useful
Somewhat useful
A hindrance
Hade no difference

N.A. = 4

\'J ould you recommend coming to the Rome Center to your

friends?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Yes, definitely
Probably yes
Unsure
Probably no
Definitely :no

~
-

~Q

44. Belm'T list the countries you have visited excluding
Loyola sponsored tours:

.9..9}{tltries

Total Amount

o:f

Time ill Each Countr;y
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44.

(Continued)

Rome Center April 28, 1975

.

'
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ROI·IE CENTER COURSE Ol''FERINGS 1967-68
FALL SEI>1ESTER
DEPA..ctTHENT OF CLASSICAL L.ANGUAGES
The Class.ical Epics {Engl 321)
Special Readings in Latin Literature I
Upper Division Course
DEPARTHENT OF EDUCATION
History of Art I (Fn Ar 300)
DEPARTHEN'r OF ENGLISH
Appreciation of Drama and Fiction
Literary Study and Explica.tory VTri ting
College E11glish I
The Classical Epics {Clas 321)
Hedieval Hester..n Literature (Dante)
English Literature: 1~50-1660
Introduction to Chaucer
The Romantic Period: 1798-1837
:Modern Drama (SpDr .3.38)
DEPll..•'1TBENT OF FINE A..11TS
History of ~t I (Educ 300)
Art in Rome
Husic Appreciation
DEPART~·IENT OF HISTORY
Development of Europe to 1500
The United States to 1865
History of Primitive Christianity (Theo 313)
Protestant Revolt and Catholic Reform
Revolutionary Europe: 1815-1871
History of Spain in the Golden Age

DEPARTHENT OF HODEHN LANGUAGES
Eletlentary Italian I
Elementary Italian II
Intermediate Italian I
Intermediate Italian II
Elementary ?rench
Intermediate French I
DEPARTIISNT OF HATHEI·i.ATICS

Plane Trigonometry
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DEPARTHENT OF F.diLOSOFrlY
Philosophy of r:Ian
Hetaphysics
Pailosophy of God
Upper Division Course
DEPA.."iTNENT OF POLITICAL scmNCE
National Government
Contemporary Political Thought
Development of liodern Political Thought
DEPA..B.THENT OF SPEECH AND DRAHA
History of the Theatre
Nodern Drama (Engl 388)
DEP.ARTNENT OF THEOLOGY
Dogmatic Theology I (God a11d the 1:-!orld of Ee.:n)
Old Testament
Avts of the Apostles and Pauline Epistles
History of Primitive Christianity (Hist 313)
World Religions ·
Theology and History of the Ecumenical Councils
SPRING SENESTER
DEPARTHENT OF CLASSICAL STUDIES
The Classic Theatre
Special Readings in Latin Literature II
DEPART.f.IENT OF EDUCATION
History of Art II (architecture) •
History of Art II {painting and sculpture)
OF ENGLISH
College English II
Appreciation of Poetry
Introduction to Shalcespee.re
The Classical Theatre
J':Iedieva.l Uestern Literature (Dante)
Literature of the Restoration and 18th Century
Victorian Literature 1837-1901
Hodern European Fiction (in translation)
Hodern Drama
DE~A.."tl'ri,IENrr

DEPi:.HTI·lliNrr OF FIIJE .ARTS
Husic Appreciation
History of Art II (architecture
History of Art II (painting and sculpture)
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DEPARTHENT OF HISTORY
Development of Europe since 1500
The United States since 1865
History of the Israelite Honarchy
Rise and Development of Hellenic Culture
History of Etruscan and Roman Civilization
History of Primitive Christianity
History of the Ancient Horld
Formation of Hedieval Europe ·

,

DEPARTNEN'l' OF NODERN LANGUAGES
Intermediate French II
Elementary Italian I
Elementary Italian II
Intermediate Italian I
Intermediate Italian II
Conversational Italian
DEP.fu"lTNENT OF HATHEi'·iATICS
College Algebra
DEPARTHENT OF PiiiLOSOPHY
Netaphysics
Philosophy of God
Ethics
I11troduction to Nodern Philosophy
Ethics and Society
DEPARTI•lENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
Hestern European Governments
Soviet Union and Communist Dominated EUTOPe
Interna·t;ional Politics
Political, Social, and Economic Structure of Contemporary
Italy
DEPA..liTHENT OF SPEEC".ti AND DRAKA
1·1orkshop: Shakespeare for Actors
The Classic Theatre
Hodern Drama
DEPilli'l:NEH'l' OF 'l'HEOLOGY
Life of Christ
Church of Christ
History of the Israelite Eonarchy
History of Primitive Christianity
Ecume11is.m in the 20th Century
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ROHE CENTER COURSE OFFERINGS 1977-78
(F=Fall Semester

S=Spring Semester)

DEPARTH2:NT OF ANTHROPOLOGY
Introduction to Classical Archeology (S)
DEPARTHENT OF CLASSICAL STUDIES
History of Ancient Philosophy (F)
Introduction to Greek Art (F)
Introduction to Etruscan and Roman Art (S)
Classical Nythology (F&S)
Classical Theatre (F&S)
Introduction to Classical Archeology (S}
Geography of the Ancient \·Jorld (F)
Topography of Rome (F&S)
Greek and Latin: T~ro upper-division tutorials (F&S)
DEPARTHENT OF ENGLISH
Introduction to Poetry (F)
Introduction to Drama (S)
Studies in Authors: Shakespeare (F)
Studies ill Authors: Pirandello ( S)
Studies in Shakespeare: Roman and Hediterranea.n Plays (S)
English Literature 179B-1837 (F)
Studies in European Literature: Camus (F)
Hodern Poetry (S)
American Literature 1914 to F-.cesent (F)
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION - DEPARTBENT OF FOUNDATIONS
Personality Problems and I·Iental Health {F)
Psycholo~J of Personality (F)
DEPA.B.'l1HCNT OF FINE ARTS

Introduction to Opera (F)
Introduction to Symphonic Husic (F&S)
Beginning Dral'Ting I (F&S)
Sculnture I and Three-Dimensional Design (F)
Sculpture I I (S)
Italian Renaissance Art (F)
Introduction to Greek Art (F)
Introduction to Etruscan and Roman Art (S)
Art in llome {F&S)
Contemporary Husic (S)
Roman Baroque a..."ld Its Influences (S)
DEP.ARTHENT OF HIS .i?ORY
History of Rome to Constantine (S)
The Re11aissance (F)
1
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Europe in the Nineteenth Century: 1815-1900 (I~)
Europe in the Tt"Ientieth Century: 1900-1939 ( S)
Italy in the Nineteenth and Tt-rentieth Centuries (F&S}
Hediterranean Dictators: Nussolini, Franco, and Salazar (S)
Colloquium. in 11odern European History: Comparative Fascisms
in 20th Century Europe (F)
DEPARTIIENT OF ITALIAN
Introduction to Italian Language (F&S)
Development of Ite.lia11 Language Skills (F&S)
Composition and Conversation (F)
Advanced Composition and Conversation (S)
Italian Hasterpieces in Translation (S)
Survey of Tt-lentieth Century Italian Literature (F)
s·urvey of the I tal ian Literature of ·che Theatre ( S )
DEPA..B.TNENT OF F.tiiLOSOPHY
Philosophy of !1a.n: Approaches to l'·Ia.n {F&S)
E'chics and Values (F)
History of .Ancient Philosophy (F)
History of Classical Hodern Philosophy (S)
Philosophy of Art (S)
Rome's Philosophers I (F)
Rome's fl~ilosophers II (S)
DEPARTI'JENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
Soviet Union and Communist Dominated Europe (F&S)
Problems of Developing Nations: The Hid-East Crisis (S)
\-!estern European Governments (F&S)
Contemporary Italy (F)
Problems in Politics: Politics and Prospects of Eurocommunism (F)
DEP.ARTJ.ffiNT OF PSYCHOLOGY
Personality Problems and I:lental Health (F)
Psychology of Personality (F)

DEPARTNENT OF THEATRE
Studies in Authors: Pirandello (S)
-'

OF TiffiOLOGY
Old Testament (F)
Acts of Apostles and Pauline Epistles (S}
Eastern Religions (S)
Ecumenism in the 'l'·Nentieth Century ( S)
God in the Hod ern \'J orld (F)
The Ror:!D.n Church ( F&S)
Theology e.:nd History of Ecumenical Cotmcils (F)
DEPARTHE~HT
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Gianicolo

Santa Maria in Trastevere

~

1 = c.r.v.r.~.

ROMA

(1962-1966)

2 --Villa Tre Colli (1966-1972)
3 = Villa Earia rl'eresa (1972-1978}
4 = Future location
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